
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

PLANNING COMMISSION WORK SESSION AGENDA 
Monday, January 11, 2021 - 6:00 PM 

City Hall, Conference Room A, 169 SW Coast Hwy, Newport, OR 97365 
 

 
This meeting will be held electronically. The public can live-stream this meeting at 
https://newportoregon.gov. To access the livestream, visit the Planning Commission page at 
https://www.newportoregon.gov/citygov/comm/pc.asp. Once there, an "in progress" note will 
appear if the meeting is underway; click on the "in progress" link to watch the livestream. It is not 
possible to get into a meeting that will be livestreamed before the meeting starts. The meeting 
will also be broadcast on Charter Channel 190.  
 
Public comment may be made, via e-mail, by noon on the scheduled date of the meeting at 
publiccomment@newportoregon.gov. To make a "real time" comment during a meeting, a 
request to speak must be received by 2:00 P.M. on the scheduled date of the meeting. The 
request to speak should include the agenda item on which the requestor wishes to speak. If the 
comments are not related to a particular agenda item, the request to speak should include a 
notation that the request is for general public comment, and the general topic. The request 
should be e-mailed to publiccomment@newportoregon.gov. Once a request to speak has been 
received, staff will send the requestor the Zoom meeting link. This link will allow a requestor to 
participate via video or telephone. 
 
The agenda may be amended during the meeting to add or delete items, change the order of 
agenda items, or discuss any other business deemed necessary at the time of the meeting. 

 
 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER  
   
 
2. UNFINISHED BUSINESS  
   

2.A Initial Review of Land Use Code Amendments to Implement HB 2001 Duplex, 
Townhouse, and Cottage Cluster Standards (Continued from the December 11, 2020 
Meeting). 
01-08-2021 Memorandum 
12-11-2020 Memorandum 
Draft Newport Municipal Code Amendments Implementing HB 2001 (2019) 

 

 

https://newportoregon.gov/
https://www.newportoregon.gov/citygov/comm/pc.asp
mailto:publiccomment@newportoregon.gov
mailto:publiccomment@newportoregon.gov
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792681/HB_2001_01-08-2021_Memo.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792424/HB_2001_Memo.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792425/Draft_Newport_Municipal_code_Amendments_Implementing_HB_2001__2019_.pdf


 
 
 

Minutes from the September 14, 2020 Commission Work Session 
NMC 14.13.020 Table A (existing) 
NMC Chapter 14.31, Townhouses (existing) 
OAR Chapter 660, Division 46 
DLCD Table Setting Out Medium City Minimum Compliance Requirements 
DLCD Model Code for Medium Cities 
DLCD Model Code for Large Cities 

2.B Updated Planning Commission Work Program. 
PC Work Program 1-11-21 

 
3. NEW BUSINESS  
   
 
4. ADJOURNMENT 

https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792426/Minutes_from_the_September_14__2020_Commission_work_session.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792431/NMC_14.13.020_Table_A_existing_.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792432/NMC_Chapter_14.31__Townhouses__existing_.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792434/OAR_Chapter_660__Division_46.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792435/DLCD_Table_Setting_Out_Medium_City_Minimum_Compliance_Requirements.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792436/DLCD_Model_Code_for_Medium_Cities.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792437/DLCD_Model_Code_for_Large_Cities.pdf
https://legistarweb-production.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/pdf/792643/PC_Work_Program_1-11-21.pdf


City of Newport 

Memorandum 

Community Development 
Department 

To: Planning Commission I Commission Advisory Committee 

From: Derrick I. Tokos, AICP, Community Development Dire 

Date: January 8, 2021 

Re: Draft Revisions to Implement HB 2001 (2019) Related to Duplexes, Townhouses, and 
Cottage Cluster Development (Continued from 12-13-20 Work Session) 

For this work session, I am planning to pick up review of the draft amendments where we left off, at 
NMC Chapter 14.30, Historic Nye Beach Design Review District and then proceed to cover the new, 
replacement Chapter 14.31 that sets out development and design standards for townhouses and 
cottage clusters. There are also minor changes proposed for the Planned Destination Resort 
Overlay. 

This shouldn't take the full hour, so there should be time left for the Planning Commission and 
Advisory Committee to double back and further discuss the interplay between duplexes and ADUs 
and whether or not it wants to entertain on-street parking credits in residential areas. 
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City of Newport

Memorandum

Community Development
Department

To: Planning Commission / Commission Advisory Committee -

From: Derrick I. Tokos, AICP, Community Development Dire or

Re: Draft Revisions to Implement HB 2001 (2019) Related to Duplexes, Townhouses, and
Cottage Cluster Development

Enclosed is an initial draft set of amendments to Newport’s Zoning Ordinance, codified in NMC
Chapter 14, to allow two-family dwellings (i.e. duplexes) on all lots or parcels in residentially zoned
areas that allow single-family detached dwellings. The changes also put in place optional design
standards for townhouse and cottage cluster projects, which the Planning Commission expressed an
openness to evaluating when it discussed the topic at a September 14, 2020 work session.

The Oregon Administrative Rules (OARs) implementing HB 2001 for medium sized cities, like
Newport, are now final. They are listed in OAR Chapter 660, Division 46, and a copy is enclosed.
With these changes, cities must now effectively treat two-family dwellings and single-family dwellings
as one and the same. This is with respect to where they are allowed and standards that apply to new
development. DLCD developed model codes for medium and large cities, and the revisions I have
made borrow heavily from those documents. Since Newport has not adopted design standards for
single-family dwellings it can’t adopt design standards for duplexes.

Many of the changes included in the draft set of amendments are housekeeping measures, cleaning
up terminology and eliminating outdated provisions. Some of the more relevant provisions include
the interplay between duplexes, accessory dwelling units, and multifamily uses, and off-street
parking. The draft includes an on-street parking credit for residential development that is similar to
what the City currently has in place in Nye Beach. You will want to take a hard look at the proposed
language and consider whether or not this is a direction you want to go.

Cottage clusters are added as a new housing type and design standards are included in the draft for
both townhouses and cottage clusters. The design standards are more robust than what the City
presently applies to multi-family development and the Commission may want to look at putting
together standards for multi-family, as it seems odd to be developing standards just for medium
density dwelling types.

At this work session, Planning Commission and Advisory Committee members will have an
opportunity to provide feedback on this initial draft. My plan will be to incorporate any requested
revisions and bring the amendments back for a second work session in January. The City is required
to adopt the duplex provisions by June 30, 2021.

Attachments
Draft Newport Municipal code Amendments Implementing HB 2001 (2019)
Minutes from the September 14, 2020 Commission work session
NMC 14.13.020 Table A(existing)
NMC Chapter 14.31, Townhouses (existing)
OAR Chapter 660, Division 46
DLCD Table Setting Out Medium City Minimum Compliance Requirements
DLCD Model Code for Medium Cities
DLCD Model Code for Large Cities
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

The following changes are proposed to NMC 14.01 .020, Definitions:
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Staff- This concept/s addressed in Section 14. 11 (below). It is being deleted because the
related language in Section 14. 11 will now apply to all dwellings. As drafted, a duplex or
cluster of duplexes meet this definition. That is problematic under Section 14. 11 because
it invokes setback requirements that do not presently apply to single family detached
dwellings. OAR 660-046-120 prohibits cities from applying setbacks to duplex units that
do not apply to single-family dwellings.

Dwelling, Duplex; or Dwelling, Two-Family. A dt4d building c ting two dwelling
units. Two attached dwelling units on one lot odr el. In instances1a development
can meet the definition of a duplex and alsoAs the defition of a priiidwelling unit
with an Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU), the aplicant shakecify at the tirreappiication
review whether the development is considered a duplet!a primary dwelling unit with an

Staff- This definition has been amended to align with the definition of ‘Vuplex” in Section
B of the model code. It also conforms to the definition for “Duplex” now fisted/n OAR 660-
046-0020(4). Note the interplay with the definition ofan ADU. ORS 197312(5) requires
cities to allow at least one ADU for evely single family detached dwelling in residential
zones where single family detached dwellings are allowed. That includes all four of the
Citys resident/al zones and some C-2 zoned areas in Nye Beach. The City has gone
further and allows one ADU on a lot or parcel developed with single-family attached
housing (NMC 14.16.050(B)). This means that all parcels or lots zoned for residential use
will be eligible for up to three (3) units, assuming other clear and objective development
standards can be met (i.e. a duplex plus one detached ADU). ORS 197312(5) prohibits
off-street parking requirements for new ADUs.

Dwelling, TriiIr Dw J Three-Family. A detached building containing three dwelling
units.

Dwelling, Fourplex; p welling, Four-Family. A detached building containing four dwelling
units.

Dwelling, Multi-Family. A building containing five or more dwelling units. Three or more
attached dwelling units on one lot or parcel.

Staff Definitions for tr,lex and fourplex units are being deleted in favor of a single
multifamily definition that applies to three or more dwelling units on a single lot or parcel.
The list ofallowed resident/al uses in NMC 14.03.050 does not include these terms. Rather

ADU.
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement HB 2001 (2019)

it jumps from two-family to multi-family. This change also aligns with how building codes
are applied, with single family detached and duplex construction being subject to the
Oregon Residential Specialty Code and the construction of three or more attached units
being subject to the Oregon Structural Specialty Code. The terms “tríolexes” and
“fourplexes” are used elsewhere in Chapter 14 in a few isolated locations which I have
addressed below.

Lot. A parcel or tract of land which is occupied or may be occupied by a structure or a use,
together with yards and other open space. Alawfully established unit of laiicL

Parcel Same as definition of “lot”
S

Tract. Two or more contiguous lots or parcels ur1Øàommon own ‘Ship.

Staff These changes break up the Citys existing definition that coming/es the terms.
Definitions for the terms “lot” and ‘parcel” conform to the definition listed in OAR 660-046-
0020(5). The new definition for “tract” maintains the allowance in the City’s existing
definition of ‘Yot” that allows someone that owns parcels to develop them as if they were a
single unit of/and (i.e. a home being built overmmân lot line).

Dwelling, Cottage.

_________

idual a g unit th part of a cottage cluster.

Cottaae cluster. mea gr we n four detached dwelling units oer acre.
each witton 900 feet, located on a single lot or parcel that

cluster may also be known as “cluster housing.”
“coting,” “bl”cottage court,” or “pocket neighborhood.”

Cottaae c r project nns a tract with one or more cottage clusters Each cottage
cluster as paflf;a cottaa1uster project must have its own common courtyard.

Staff These three definitions are being added because the Commission expressed an
openness to allowing cottage clusters as a housing option. There are two examples in the
City, one that was constructed in the Wilder Planned Development and the other is under
construction under conventional code provisions along the east side of NW Coast Street
non’h of 6 Street. The definitions substantially align with the definitions contained in
DLCD draft Model Code forLarge Cities. The one deviation is in the definition for cottage
cluster project where / have replaced the term “development site” with “tract.” The terms
appear to be describing the same thing; ho we ver the City code will have a definition for
“tract.”
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement HE 2001 (2019)

Dwelling, Townhouse. means a dwelling unit constructed in a row of two or more attached
units, where each dwelling unit is located on a single lot or parcel and shares at least one
common wall with an adiacent unit. A townhouse is also commonly called a “rowhouse,”
“attached house,” or “common-wall house.”

Townhouse project. means one or more townhouse structures constructed, or proposed
to be constructed, together with the lot, parcel, or tract where the land has been divided,
or is proposed to be divided, to reflect the townhouse properV es and the commonly
owned orooertv. if any

Staft A definition for “townhouse”is presently contained in NMC Chapter 14.31. It will be
moved to the chapter that contains all other definitions and has been revised to alíqn with
the definition contained in DL CD s draft Model Code for Large Cities. The definition for
“townhouse project” is new and substantially conforms with language in the same model
code. It is necessary to make some adjustments to the townhouse provisions in order to
distinguish them from duplexes.

------%
The following changes are proposed to NMC 14.03.050, D%tions:

14.03.050 Residential
The following list sets forth the uses allowed within the residential land use
classification. Uses not identified herein are not allowed. Short-term rentals
are permitted uses in the City of Newport’s R-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4 zone‘ districts subject to requirements of Chapter 14.25Section 14.25.

“P” = Permitted uses.
“C” = Conditional uses; permitted subject to the approval of
a conditional se permit.
“X” = Not al ed.

R-1 R-2 R-3 R-4
A. Residentia’1Ijj

1. Single-Fa/ P P P P
2. Two-Family X P P P
3. Townhouse X P P P
4. Cottage Cluster X X P P
5. Multi-Family X X P P
44 Manufactured Homesi P P P P
7. Mobile HomeManufactured Dwelling X P P P
Park

B. Accessory Dwelling Units P P P P
(B. was added on the adoption of Ordinance No 2Q55 on June 17, 2013; and
subsequent sections relettered accordingly. Effective July 17, 2013.)

Page3of2l
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement HB 2001 (2019)

C. Accessory Uses P P P P
D. Home Occupations P P P P
E. Community Services

1.Parks P P P P
2.Publicly Owned Recreation Facilities C C C C
3. Libraries C C C C
4.Utility Substations C C C C
5.Public or Private Schools C C C P
6. Child Care Facilities P P P P
7. Day Care Facilities C C C C
8. Religious Institutions/Places of Worship C C C C

F. Residential Care Homes P P P P
G. NursingHomes X C P
H. Bed and Breakfast Inns X X C C
I. Motels and Hotels X X X C

. .

J. Professional Offices X X C
K. Rooming and Boarding Houses

/ x c p
L. Beauty and Barber Shops X X C
M. Colleges and Universities C C C
N. Hospitals X X P
0. Membership Organizations X X X p
P. Museums X X X P
Q. Condominiums X P P P
R. Hostels X X X C
S. Golf Courses C C C X
T. Recreational Vehicle Parks X .. Xá> X C
U. Necessary Public Utilities and Publi C C C

Service Uses or Structures
V. Residential Facility* X X P P
W. Movies TheatoW* X X X C
X. Assisted X C P P
Y. Bicycle Shop**** X X C

1 Mani m’IL[ocated on lots, parcels or tracts outside of a manufactured
ia park subjeqtto thrnovisions listed in NMC 14.06.020.

(Section 14.03.050 was amended by Ordinance No. 2144, adopted on May 6, 2019: effective May Z 2019.)

StaffS Townhouse and cottage cluster development options have been added. The
Commission may want to consider whether or not ‘ottage clusters” should be allowed in
the R-2 as well. The townhouse allowance in the R- R-3, and R-4 zone districts is
consistent with what the Citypresently allows pursuant to NMC 14.31.030. Mobile homes,
by definition, are manufactured units constructed between 1962 and 1976. No new parks
for these units are being built, so the provision for mobile home parks is being removed
and replaced with ‘Manufactured Dwelling Parks.” as a cleanup item. Existing mobile
home parks are non-conforming. Manufactured Dwelling Parks are currently allowed in R

R-3, and R-4 zones per NMC 14.06. 030.

A duplex can be a manufactured home, in which case it would be subject to the same siting
and desiqn standards are manufactured homes that are a single dwelling.
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

The following changes are proposed to NMC Chapter 1411, Required Yard and
Setbacks:

14.11.010 Required Yards

A building, or portion thereof, hereafter erected shall not intrude into the required yard
listed in Table A of NMC 14.13.020 for the zone indicated.

Staff’ This change is being made to clarify where Table A is located in the Municipal
Code.

14.11.020 Required Recreation Areas

All multiple familyrnulti-family dwellings, condominj hote otels, mobile home
parks, trailer parksmanufactured dwelling parks, and recreation vehicle parks shall
provide for each unit a minimum of 50 square feet of enclosed outdoot area landscaped
or improved for recreation purposes exclusive of required yards such as àpatio, deck, or
terrace.

Staff’ The term multiple-family is used only in two other locations. It should be multi
family. The outdated terms ‘mobi/e home park” and” a//erpark” have also been deleted
and replaced with manufactured dwelling parks.

14.11.030 Garage Setback

The entrance to a garage or car rt shall be set back at least 20 feet from the access
street for all residential structure

14.11.040 Yards for Group Buildings

A. In of group buildings on one lot, parcel, or tract including institutions and
dwellings, the yards on the boundary of the lots, parcel, or tract shall not be less than
required for one building one lotr_parcel in the district in which the property is located.

Staff’ ThIs change is ne ed to account for the fact that the terms lot, parce/ and tract
are no longer coming/ed in the City’s definitions.

B. The distance between group buildings and on one lotproperty lines interior to a
tract shall be twifre width of the required side, front, or rear yardssatisfy yard
requirements that apply to a lot or parcel in the district in which the property is located,
except as provided in NMC 14.11.050(D). in the case of yard combinations that no yard
be required to exceed 25 feet.

Staff’ This section was drafted to ensure that buildings constructed on cont,’uous
properties met internal lot ilnes unless the yards were combined. It is a bit convoluted.
The change clarifies that yards from interior lines must be met except as provided in a
newNMC 14.11.050(D).
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

C. In the case of court apartments dwellinQ units rearing on side yards, the required
side yards shall be increased two feet in width for each dwelling unit rearing thereon.

Staft The term court apartments is eilminated in favor of dwellings in a general sense.
The definition of court apartments, which is being deleted, could apply to duplex units
which is problematic under OAR 660-046-120. Multi-family is the most common project
that can orient to a side yard in this manner

D. No court serving a group ofdwelling units court shaH be less than 25 feet in width.

Staff Court is a defined term, which reads ‘An open, unoccupied space on the same lot
with the building orbuildings and which is bounded on two or more sides by such building
or buildings. An open, unoccupied space bounded by one “L “shaped building, which is
nota court buta yard.”

E. In the R-3 and R-4 zones where three or more commercial q residentialmulti
family dwelling units are in a continuous row on izi..interior lots, parcel.r tract rearing on
one side yard and fronting upon another side yard, the side yard on which the multi-family
dwelling rears shall not be less than eight feet. The side yard on which the multi-family
dwellings fronts shall not be less than 18 feet in width.

Staff Buildings with three or more dwelling units are multi-family. This change indicates
as much.

14.11.050 General Exceptions to Required Yard

A. Front Yards.* In the event a front yard less than the minimum has been legally
established on one or both of the adjacent lots, the minimum front yard for an interior lot
may be reduced to the average of what has been established for the adjoining front yards.

B. Prolections Into Yards. Every part of a required yard shall be open from the ground
to the sky, unobstructed except for the following:

1. Accessory building in the rear yard as provided in Section 14.16.*

(*Sentence amended by Ordinance No. 2011(2-18-11).)

2. Ordinary building projections such as cornices, eaves, belt courses, sills, or
similar architectural features may project into side yards not more than 12 inches
or into front and rear yards not more than 24 inches.

3. Chimneys may project into any required yard not more than 16 inches.

4. Uncovered balconies or fire escapes may project into any required yard not
more than one foot.

5. Uncovered terraces may project or extend into a required front yard not
more than five feet or into a required side yard not more than one foot or into a
required court not more than six feet. The regulations contained in this paragraph
shall not apply to paved parking or driveway areas at ground level.
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement HB 2001 (2019)

C. Dwelling Units Above Stores. Yards are not required for dwellings above
businesses unless the dwelling area exceeds 50% of the floor area of the business
dwelling.

D. Buildings on a Tract. Required yards shall apply to the boundary of the tract. In
cases where a single building or group of buildings do not meet the yard requirements that
would apply to property lines interior to the tract were they to be developed as single lots
or parcels, a deed restriction, in a form approved by the City, shall be recorded stating that
the property upon which the building or buildings is located ca,not be sold or otherwise
transferred. This restriction shall remain in effect until thrior property lines are
eliminated or yard requirements that would apply to the prpff as a single lot or parcel
are met.

Staff These address situations where an individual is developing a tract and desires to
build over interior lot fines or does not wish to address setbacks that would typically apply
to interior lot fines because they do not intend to sell the lots individually. It/s allowable
now given the city’s definition of lot. The deed restriction component/s not currently
addressed in the zoning code. We have picked it up as an alternative method under the
building code to avoid having to require a firewall at the property boundary.

The following changes are osed to NMC 14.1’L,-General Exceptions to Lot Size
Requirements:

14.12.020 General Exceptions to Lot Size Requirements

A residentially zoned lot having less width or less area than required under the terms of
this ordinance that was of record prior to December 5, 1966, may be occupied by a
one family dwelling unitsinI-family dwelling or two-family dwelling, provided all yard
requirements (setbacks> are coniplied with. Substandard lots in R-3 and R-4 zones may
be occupied by multi-family dwellings not exceeding the density limitations for that zone
provided in Table A, as provided in Section 14.13 herein below, but only upon allowance
of a conditional use in accordance with the provisions of Section 14.33, Conditional Uses,
and Section 14.52, Procedural Requirements.*

Staff OAR 660-046-105(1) requires that cities allow a duplex/two-family dwelling on every
lot or parcel that allows a single-family detached dwellThg. This change is required to
comply with the rule.
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

The following changes will replace the existing Table A in NMC 14.13.020. A copy of the
existing Table A is attached for reference.

Table “A”

Required Setbacks Lot Max. Density (Land
Mm. Lot Coverage Building Area Required Per Unit

Zone District Area (sf) Mm. Width Front/24 Front 1 Side Rear (%) Height (sf))

R-1 7,500 sf 65-ft 1 5-ft / 1 5-ft or 5-ft & 8-ft 1 5-ft 54 % 30-ft SFD - 7,500 sf2
20-ft / 1 0-ft Duplex - 3,750 f 2

R-2 5,000 sf3 50-ft 15-ft / 15-ft or 5-ft 10-ft 57% 30-ft SFD — 5,000 sf2
20-ft / 1 0-ft Duplex - 2,500 sf2

Townhouse-2,SOOsf3

R-3 5,000 sf3 50-ft 15-ft / 15-ft or 5-ft 1 0-ft D% 35-ft 1,250 sf3
20-ft/b-ft

R-4 5,000 sf3 50-ft 1 5-ft / 1 5-ft or 5-ft 1 0-ft 64% $Jt 1,250 sf3
20-ft/b-ft

C-i 5,000 sf 0 0 0 0 85-90% 6 50-ft 6 n/a

C-2 ‘ 5,000 sf 0 0 0 0 6 50-ft6 n/a

C-3 5,000 sf 0 0 0 0 II10% 6 50-ft 6 n/a

I-i 5,000sf 0 50-ft from US 101 0 JIjjJP590%6 50-ft6 n/a

-2 20,000 sf 0 50-ft frjS1 1 0 85-90% 6 50-ft 6 n/a

1-3 5 acres 0 50-ft fro$ 0 0 jE90% 6 50-ft 6 n/a

W-1 0 0 0 0 ‘% 6 40-ft 6 n/a

W-2 0 0 0 0 Q 8*6 35ft 6 n/a

MU-i to MU-b 0 0 0 0 100% 40-ft6 n/a
Mgmt. Units

P-i 0 0 0 0 0 100% 50-ft n/a
/

P-2 0 0 0 0 100% 35-ft n/a

P-3 0 0 0 100% 30-ft n/a

1 Front and front yards shall equal a combined total of 30-feet. Garages and carports shall be setback at least 20-feet from
the access s for all resdentiaj structures.

2 DenSity II itations apply where there is construon of more than one single-family dwelling (SFD) or duplex on a lot or parcel.

. Density hnhitations for townhouses and cottage clusters is the minimum area required per townhouse or cottage cluster unit;
whereas, min(mum lot area, minimum lot width, and setbacks, apply to the perimeter of the lot, parcel, or tract dedicated to the
townhouse or cottage cluster project.

Special Zoning Standards apply to P-4 and C-2 zoned property within the Historic Nye Beach design Review District as outlined
in NMC 14.30.100.

Density of hotels, motels, and }on-residential units shall be one unit for every 750 sf of land area.

6 Height limitations, setbacks, and lot coverage requirements for property adjacent to residential zones are subject to the height
and yard buffer requirements of NMC Section 14.18.

7 Front and 2d front setbacks for a townhouse project or cottage cluster project shall be 10-feet except that garages and carports
shall be setback a distance of 20-feet.

Staft Residential dimensional standards have been revised to allow duplex units in all
zones and to account for townhouse and cottage cluster projects.
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

The following changes are proposed to NMC 14.14.030, Number of Parking
Spaces Required:

14.14.030 Number of Parking Spaces Required

AOff-street parking shall be provided and maintained as set forth in this section. Such
off-street parking spaces shall be provided prior to issuance of a final building
inspection, certificate of occupancy for a building, or occupancy, whichever occurs
first. For any expansion, reconstruction, or change of use, the entire development shall
satisfy the requirements of Section 14.14.050, Accessible Parking. Otherwise, for
building expansions the additional required parking and access improvements shall
be based on the expansion only and for reconstruction or cjiange of type of use, credit
shall be given to the old use so that the required parking shl1 be based on the increase
of the new use Any use requiring any fraction of a space shall provide the entire
space In the case of mixed uses such as a restaurant or gift shop in a hotel, the total
requirement shall be the sum of the requirements for the uses computed separately
Required parking shall be available for the parking of operabI automobiles of
residents, customers or employees, and shall not be used for the storage of vehicles
or materials or for the sale of merchandise A site plan, drawn tb scale, shall
accompany a request for a land use or building permit. Such plan shall demonstrate
how the parking requirements required by this section are met.

Parking shall be required at the following rate All ca lations shall be based on gross
floor area unless otherwise stated

1. General Office 1 spacel600 sf
2. Post Office 1 space/250 sf
3. General Retail 1 space/300 sf

(e.g. shopping centers, aplstores, discount stores, grocery
stores, video arcaJe, t):

4. Bulk Retail 1 space/600 sf
e.g. hardware, garden center, car sales, tire stores, wholesale

market, furniture stores, etc
5. Building Materials and Lumber Store 1 space/i 000 sf
6. Nursery — Wholesale 1 space/2,000 sf

Bj,ing 1 space/i 000 sf
7. Eand Drinjstablishments 1 space/i 50 sf
8. Service i space/pump
9. Service Station with Convenience Store i space/pump + i space/

200 sf of store space
10. Car Wash i space/washing module + 2

spaces
ii. Bank 1 space/300sf
12. WaterportlMarine Terminal 20 spaces/berth
i3. General Aviation Airport 1 space/hangar + i

space/300 sf of terminal
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

Hospital
Assembly Occupancy

1.5 spaces/unit
1 space/unit
08 spaeeunit if over 16
dwelling uflit
1 space/i ,0OOs. ft.
1 space/room +

1 space for the manager (if
the hotel/motel contains other
uses, the other uses
Shall be calculated separately
2 spaces/acre
20 spaces/acre
1 space/RV space +

1 space/lO RV spaces
1 space/5 slips or berths
4 spaces/hole
1 space/4 seats
4 spaces/alley
1.6 spaces/classroom
4.5 spaces/classroom
10 spaces/classroom
1 space/4 seats in the main
auditorium
1 space/4 persons of license
occupancy
1 space/bed
1 space/8 occupants
(based on 1 occupant/iS sf of
exposition/meeting/assembly
room conference use not
elsewhere specified

14. Truck Terminal 1 space/berth
15. Industrial 1.5 spaces
16. Industrial Park 1.Sspaces/5000sf
17. Warehouse 1 space/2000 sf
18. Mini-Warehouse 1 space/lO storage units
19. Single-Family Detached Residence 2 spaces/dwelling

(one space may be the driveway between garage and front
property line)

20. Duplex 1 space/dwelling
21. Apartment 1 space/unit for first four units

+ 1.5 spaces/unit for each
Additional unit

22. Condominium (Residential) 1.5 spaces/unit
23. Townhouse
24. Cottage Cluster

Elderly Housing Project

242. Congregate Care/Nursing Home -

2628. Park

:: p)

2631. Marina
2632. Golf Course

Theater
Bowling alley
Elementary/MltØIéSchoo

High School
63i. tnmunity Colleg
363. jgious/Frater4jØganization

a7-39. DayCareFáthty

3840.
3941.

Page 10 of 21
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement HB 2001 (2019)

B. On-Street Credit. A dwelling unit on property zoned for residential use, located outside
of special parking areas as defined in NMC 14.14.100, shall be allowed an on-street
parking credit that reduces the required number of off-street parking spaces by one
off-street parking space for every one on-street parking space abutting the property
subject to the following limitations:

1. The dwelling unit is not a short-term rental: and

2. Each on-street parking space is 22-ft long by 8-ft wide unless an alternate
configuration has been approved and marked by the City of Newport; and

3. Each on-street parking space to be credited must ompletely abutting the
subject property. Only whole spaces qualify for th reet parking credit: and

4. On-street parking spaces will not obstruct a de1orequired pursuant to
Section 14.17: and

5. On-street parking spaces credited for é5ecific use may not bthd exclusively
by that use, but shall be available foeneral pubR6!Ie at all timNo signs or
actions limiting general public use of on-stiet par1ff spaces are allowed except
as authorized by the City of Newport.

StaffS Parking ratios for townhouses and cottage clusters have been added. The
townhouse ratio is what is presently required in Section 14.31. The cottage cluster ratio
is what DL CD s Model Code recommends for units over 1,000 sf in size. It recommends
no parking requirements below that size. The ratio for single family dwellings has been
amended to allow both off-street spaces to be situated on a driveway. OAR 660-046-
0120(5) sets out parking limitations for medium sLed cities. It prohibits cities from
requiring more than 2 off-street spaces. Newport current requirement of one off-street
space per dwelling unit is compilant DL CDs Model Code for Medium size cities
recommends that off-streetparking not be required for duplexes. DL CD encourages cities
to provide on-street parking credits and language is included with the cottage cluster
provisions in the Model Code for Large Cities. Newport currently offers on-street credits
in the Historic Nye Beach Des,in review District. The above language would extend the
concept to residentially zoned areas elsewhere in the city.

The following changes are Øroposed to NMC 14.16.050(B), Development Standards for
Accessory Dwelling Units:

B. A maximum of one Accessory Dwelling Unit is allowed for each detached single-family
dwelling or townhouse on a lot or parcel. In cases where a Staff:

The following changes are proposed to NMC 14.16.050(B), Development Standards for
Accessory Dwelling Units:

property lot or parcel is developed with one or more single family attached a two-family
dwellings, a maximum of one, detached Accessory Dwelling Unit is allowed per lot or
parcel.

Page 11 of 21
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

Staft This change is needed to clarify the point at which a building becomes a multi-family
development (i.e. three or more units).

The following changes are proposed to NMC 14.19, Landscaping:

14.19.030 Applicability

The provisions of this ordinance shall apply j2all new commercial,
industrial, public/institutional, and multi-fariy1evelopment, including
add itkns to edsting development or remode,ter4han-sng1e4amflyan4

14.19.040 General Requirements

The objective of this section is to encourage the planting and retention of
existing trees and other vegetation to improve the appearance of off-street
parking areas, yard areas and other vehicular use areas; to protect and
preserve the appearance, character, and value of surrounding properties,
and thereby promote the general welfare, safety and aesthetic quality of the
City of Newport; to establish buffer strips between properties of different
land uses in order to reduce the effects of sight and sound and other
incompatibilities between abutting land uses; to insure that noise, glare and
other distractions within one area does not adversely affect activity within
the other area. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, landscaping plans
showing compliance with this section are required.

A. No landscape pbsubmitted pursuant to this section shall be approved
.riless it conforms to the requirements of this ordinance.

B. Lcape plans shall be submitted for all development other than one
and two family residentiaI. Said plans shall include dimensions and
distances and clearly delineate the existing and proposed building,
parking space, vehicular access and the location, size and description
of all landscape areas and materials.

Staff With this change townhomes and cottage cluster development will not be subject
to the provisions of Section 14. 19. Separate des,in standards are provided for these
uses.

The following changes are proposed to NMC 14.28.060, Iron Mountain Impact Area, Uses
Permitted in an R-4 Zoning District:

Page 12 of 21
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

14.28.060 Uses Permitted in an R-4/”High Density Multi-Family Residential” Zoning
District****

The following uses are allowed subject to the criteria and
standards of the underlying zone and the criteria and
standards contained in Section 14.28.140 of this Code:

A. DwellingsSingle-Family Dwellings, Including Accessory
Buildings Such As Meeting Rooms and Recreational
Areas.

D. Townhomes.

E. Cottage Clusters.

FB.

G. Mobile HomeMai

H. Child Care Facilities.

!. Uses Related to Federal or State SuULed Low Income
Housing Projects, Including, but not limited to, Head Start,
Tenants Associations, and the like.

J. Accsry UndStructures pursuant to_Sectkri 14.16.

Staff- Ata ,,... is section must be amended to allow two-family dwellings to comply
with OAR 660-04 - , which stipulates that cities must allow two-family dwellings where
single-family dwellings are allowed. Other residential uses added are within the range of
residential densities presently allowed within the overlay.

The following changes are proposed to NMC 14.30, Design Review Standards:

14.30.070 Application Submittal Requirements

B. For requests that are subject to Planning Commission review for compliance with
design guidelines, an application for Design Review shall consist of the following:

1. Submittal requirements for land use actions listed in Section 14.52.050.

B. Manufactured Homes.

( Two-FmiIv Dwllinns.

Parks.

Page 13 of 21
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2. Exterior elevations of all buildings on the site as they will appear after development.
Such plans shall indicate the material, texture, shape, and other design features of
the building(s), including all mechanical devices.

3. A parking and circulation plan illustrating all parking areas, drive isles, stalls, and
points of ingress/egress to the site.

4. A landscape plan showing the location, type and variety, size and any other
pertinent features of the proposed landscaping and plantings for projects that
involve multiple family (more than 2 units)multi-family, commercial, and
public/institutional development.

Staff’ This is the only other area in the code where the term multi/e-family was used. It
is being changed to mum-family for consistency. This revision is not substantive as the
term multi-family is defined as three or more dwelling units.

***

14.30.080 Permitted Uses

In addition to uses permitted outright or conditionally in the underlying zoning district, the
following uses are permitted within areas subject to design review.

A. Historic Nye Beach Design Review District.

1. Tourist Commercial (C-2) zoned property.

a. Up to five (5) multi-family dwelling units per lot or parcel are permitted outright
provided they are located on a floor other than a floor at street grade.

b. A single-family resi erice is permitted outright if located on a floor other than a
floor reet grade.

c. A singleily residence is permitted outright, including the street grade floor,
within a dwelling constructed prior to January 1, 2004. Residential use at the
Street grade is limited to the footprint of the structure as it existed on this date.

d. Single family, cupiex, townhouses, cottage clusters triplex, fourplex and multi:
family dwelling,I.inits including at the street grade, are permitted outright on
property located south of NW 2nd Court and north of NW 6th Street, except for
properties situated along the west side of NW Cliff Street.

Staff’ This is one of two areas in the Munic,oa/ Code where the terms “tr,Iex” and
“fourplex” are used. The terms are being deleted in favor of mum-family. This is not a
substantive change since the definition of mum-family encompasses these forms of
development. Adding the terms townhomes and cottage clusters is for clarity as these
types of uses were permitted as an individual or group of single-family or duplex units,
theyjust weren’t called out.

Page 14 of 21
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December 14, 2020 Draft Revisions to Implement RB 2001 (2019)

The following changes will replace the existing Section 14.31 Townhouses. A copy of
the existing Section is attached for reference.

CHAPTER 14.31 TOWNHOUSES AND COTTAGE CLUSTERS

14.31.010 Purpose

The purpose of this section is to establish specific development criteria and design
parameters for townhouse and cottage cluster developments to provide middle housing
options and provide design guidance, to protect the public health, safety, and welfare.

14.31.020 Development Standards

A. Perimeter Requirements. Minimum lot area, lot width, setbacks, lot coverage and
building height requirements for a townhouse project or cottage cluster project shall
be as specified in NMC 14.13.020, Table A. Such standards apply to the perimeter of
the lot, parcel, or tract upon which the townhouse project or cottage cluster project is
to be constructed. Front and 2nd front setbacks for a townhouse project or cottage
cluster project shall be 10-feet, except that garages and carports shall be setback a
distance of 20-feet consistent with NMC 14.11.030

. aximum ensi y.

1. Townhouse. One dwelling unit for every 3,750 sf of land in the R-1 zone district,
one unit for every 2,500 sf of land in the R-2 zone district, and one unit for every
1 ,250 sf of land in R-3 and R-4 zone districts.

2. Cottage Clusters. One dwelling unit for every 1 ,250 sf in R-3 and R-4 zone districts.

C. Minimurnit Size. None.

D Off-ret parkwc Requirements As specified in Section 14 14

E. Unit Size. The maximum average floor area for a cottage cluster shall not exceed
1 ,400 sf per dwelling unit. Community buildings shall be included in the average floor
area calculation for a cottage cluster.

F. Minimum Outdoor Open SacelPatio Area. 150 sf per townhouse unit.

C. Utilities. Each dwelling unit shall be served by separate utilities.

StaffS These provisions are generally consistent with what the City presently allows.
Cottage cluster and townhouse projects are treated similarly with many of the
developmentstandards applying to the perimeter ofthe lot, parce ortract that is being
developed.

Page 15of21
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14.31.030 Number of Units in Building

No building in a townhouse project may exceed six townhouse dwelling units.

StaffS This is an existing limitation in Section 14.31 and would prohibit large rowhouse
development.

14.31 .040 Townhouse Design Standards

A. New townhouses shall meet the following design standards:

1. Entry Orientation. The main entrance of each townhouse must:

a. Be within 8 feet of the longest street-facing wall of the dwelling unit; and

b. Either:

i. Face the street (see Figure 14);

ii. Be at an angle of up to 45 degrees from the street (see Figure 15);

iii. Face a common open space or private access or driveway; or

iv. Open onto a porch (see Figure 17>. The porch must:

(A) Be at least 25 square feet in area; and (B) Have at least one entrance
facing the street or have a roof.

2. Unit Definition. Each tovise mus’incIude at least one of the following on at
least one street-facing façade (see Figure 23):

P.

a. A roof dormer a minimum of 4 feet in width, or

b. A balcony a minimum of 2 feet in depth and 4 feet in width and accessible from
an interior room, or

c. A bay window that extends from the facade a minimum of 2 feet, or

d. An offset of the facade of a minimum of 2 feet in depth, either from the
neighboring townhouse or within the façade of a single townhouse, or

e. An entryway that is recessed a minimum of 3 feet, or

f. A covered entryway with a minimum depth of 4 feet, or

g. A porch meeting the standards of subsection (1)(b)(iv) of this section.

Page 16of21
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3. Windows. A minimum of 15 percent of the area of all street-facing facades on each
individual unit must include windows or entrance doors. Half of the window area in
the door of an attached garage may count toward meeting this standard. See
Figure 18.

4. Driveway Access and Parkinci. Townhouses with frontage on a public street shall
meet the following standards:

a. Garages on the front façade of a townhouse, off-street parking areas in the front
yard, and driveways in front of a townhouse are prohibited unless the following
standards are met (see Figure 24). For the purposes of this section, “driveway
approach” means the edge of a driveway where it abuts a public right-of-way.

i Each townhouse lot has a Street frontage of at least 15 feet on a local Street

ii. A maximum of one (1) driveway approach is allowed for every townhouse.
Driveways may be shared.

iii. Outdoor on-site parking and maneuvering areas do not exceed 12 feet wide
on any lot.

iv. The garage width does not exceed 12 feet, as measured from the inside of
the garage door frame.

b. The following standards apply to driveways and parking areas for townhouse
projects that do not meet all of the standards in subsection (a).

i. Off-street parking areas shall be accessed on the back façade or located in
the rear yard. No off-street parking shall be allowed in the front yard or side
yard of a townhou,

ii. wnhouse project that includes a corner lot shall take access from a
single driveway approach on the side of the corner lot. See Figure 25.

iii. Townhouse projects that do not include a corner lot shall consolidate access
for all lots into a single driveway. The driveway and approach are not
allowed in the area directly between the front façade and front lot line of any
of the townhouses. See Figure 26.

iv. A townhouse project that includes consolidated access or shared driveways
shall grant appropriate access easements to allow normal vehicular access
and emergency access.

c. Townhouse projects served by an alley providing access to the rear yards of all
units are exempt from compliance with subsection (b).

Staff The design standards fisted above have been taken from DL CD draft Model Code
for Large C/ties. / did not have time to convert the graph/cs; howeve, I left the /?iure
numbers so thatyou can cross-reference to the model code that includes the graph/cs. A
copy of the model code is enclosed. Adopting design standards/s optional.
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14.31 .050 Cottage Cluster Design Standards

A. Cottage clusters shall meet the following design standards:

1. Cottacie Orientation. Cottages must be clustered around a common courtyard
and must meet the following standards (see Figure 27):

a. A minimum of fifty (50) percent of cottages within a cluster must be oriented
to the common courtyard and must:

i. Have a main entrance facing the common courtyard;

ii. Be within 10 feet from the common courtyard, measured from the façade
of the cottage to the nearest delineation of the common courtyard; and

iii. Be connected to the common courtyard by a pedestrian path.

b. Cottages within 20 feet of a street property line may have their entrances
facing the street.

c. Cottages not facing the common courtyard or the street must have their
main entrances facing a pedestrian pat at is directly connected to the
common courtyard.

2. Common Courtyard Design Standards. cottage cluster must share a
common courtyard in order to pr ‘de a sense of openness and community of
residents. Common c yards t meet the following standards (see Figure
27):

a. The common courtyard single, contiguous, useable piece.

b. Cottages must abut the common courtyard on at least two sides of the
courtyard.

c. The common courtyard must contain a minimum of 150 square feet per
cottage within the associated cluster.

d. The common courtyard must be a minimum of 15 feet wide at its narrowest
dimension.

e. The common courtyard shall be developed with a mix of landscaping and
lawn area, recreational amenities, hard-surfaced pedestrian paths, and/or
paved courtyard area. Impervious elements of the common courtyard shall
not exceed 75 percent of the total common courtyard area.

f. Pedestrian paths qualify as part of a common courtyard. Parking areas,
required setbacks, and driveways do not qualify as part of a common
courtyard.

Page 18of21
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3. Community Buildings. Cottage cluster projects may include community
buildings for the shared use of residents that provide space for accessory uses
such as community meeting rooms, guest housing, exercise rooms, day care,
or community eating areas. Community buildings must meet the following
standards:

a. Each cottage cluster is permitted one community building, which shall be
included in the calculation of average floor area, pursuant to subsection
(B)(5).

b. A community building that meets the development code’s definition of a
dwelling unit must meet the maximum 900 square foot footprint limitation
that applies to cottages, unless a covenant is recorded against the property
stating that the structure is not a legal dwelling unit and will not be used as
a primary dwelling.

4 Pedestrian Access

a An accessible pedestrian path r that connects the main
entrance of each cottage to the

i. The common courtyard;

ii. Shared parking areas;

iii. Community buildings; and

iv. Sidewalks in public rights-of-way abutting the site or roadways if there
arenosidewalk

b. The pedestrian path must be hard-surfaced and a minimum of five (5) feet
wide.

5. Windows. Cottages within 20 feet of a street property line must meet any
window covera requirement that applies to detached single family dwellings
in the same zo

6. Parkin Desi e Fl ure 28

a. Clustered parking. Off-street parking may be arranged in clusters of not
more than five (5) contiguous spaces separated by at least four (4) feet of
landscaping. Clustered parking areas may be covered.

b. Parking location and access. Off-street parking spaces shall not be located
within 10 feet of any other property line. Driveways and drive aisles are
permitted within 10 feet of other property lines.

c. Screening. Landscaping or architectural screening at least three feet tall
shall separate clustered parking areas and parking structures from common
courtyards and public streets.
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d. Garages and carports. Garages and carports (whether shared or individual)
must not abut common courtyards. Garage doors for individual garages
must not exceed 12 feet in width.

7. Existing Structures. On a lot or parcel to be used for a cottage cluster project,
a pre-existing single-family dwelling may remain within the cottage cluster
project area under the following conditions:

a. The existing dwelling may be nonconforming with respect to the
requirements of this code.

b. Existing dwellings may be expanded up to the maximum height or footprint
required by this code; however, existing dwellings that exceed the maximum
height, footprint, and/or unit size of this code may not be expanded.

c. The floor area of the existing dwelling shall not count towards the maximum
average floor area of a cottage cluster.

StaffS The des,gn standards listed above have been taken from DL CD ‘s draft Model Code
for Large Cities. / did not have time to convert the graphics; however; / left the figure
numbers so thatyou can cross-reference to the mode/code that includes the graphics. A
copy of the model code is enclosed. There is one parking provision that I did not include,
which requires parking be 20-feet from a Street. Such a requirement would be difficult to
meet given Newports terrain and smaller lot andparcel s. Allowing cottage clusters
and adopting design standards for this type ofresidiil u optional.

14.31.060 Access

The parent lot shall have a mini of 25 feet of frontage onto a street. For purposes of
this section, a street can be either a public or private way dedicated for street purposes.
Townhouse or cottage cluster lots are not required to have frontage on a street, but in no
case may a townhouse or cottage cluster lot be further than 100 feet from a Street. For
townhouse and cottage cluster projects where Street frontage for individual lots is not
provided, an adequate turnaround is required, as determined by the Fire Marshal. In
addition, townhouse or cottage cluster lots with no frontage shall have a perpetual
easement across any and all lots that have frontage and any intervening lot.

Staff This is existing language in NMC Section 14.31 that has been expanded to include
cottage cluster projects.

14.31.080 Deed Covenant and Maintenance Agreements

The developer of a townhouse or cottage cluster project shall provide the City with copies
of any deed restrictions, covenants and conditions, and any maintenance agreements to
the Community Development Director prior to final plat approval. Such documents shall
be approved by the City Attorney and Community Development Director to assure that
adequate provisions are contained in those documents for maintenance of buildings,
utilities, landscaping, parking areas, common areas, private streets or drives, and other
items held in common.
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6. Other residential dwellings compatible with the purposes of this
section.

Staff’ This is the other location where the terms “trilexes”and “fourp/exes”is used They
are being deleted as redundant since the type of use is ‘muIti-famlly.” Cottage cluster is
added as a use type, since it is consistent with the range of uses fisted,

Staff’ This is existing language in NMC Section 14.3/that has been expanded to include
cottage cluster projects.

14.31 .090 Subdivision Required

Townhouse and cottage cluster projects will require a segregation of lots, a partition or
subdivision, as applicable, will be required with its appurtenant requirements as per the
City of Newport Subdivision Ordinance (No. 1285, as amended).

Staff’ This is existing language in NMC Section 14.3/that has been expanded to include
cottage cluster projects.

The following changes are proposed to NMC 14.40.030(0), Planned Destination Resort,
Uses Permitted Outright, Residential Dwellings;

14.40.030 Uses Permitted Outright

The following uses shall be permitted outright provided they are part of, and
are intended to serve persons at, a destination resort pursuant to this
section, and are approved in a final development plan.

C.

and multi-family

1.

3.

5.

4. Town.

Time-share projects; and
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MINUTES
City of Newport Planning Commission

Work Session
Newport City Hall Council Chambers by Video Conference

September 14, 2020
6:00 p.m.

Planning Commissioners Present by Video Conference: Jim Patrick, Lee Hardy, Bob Berman, Jim Hanselman,
and Bill Branigan.

Planning Commissioners Absent: Mike Franklin, and Gary East (all excused).

PC Citizens Advisory Committee Members Present by Video Conference: Dustin Capri, and Braulio Escobar.

PC Citizens Advisory Committee Members Absent: Greg Sutton.

City Staff Present: Community Development Director (CDD) Derrick Tokos; and Executive Assistant, Sherri
Marineau.

1. Call to Order. Chair Patrick called the Planning Commission work session to order at 6:03 p.m.

2. Unfinished Business.

A. Draft OARs Implementing HB 2001 (Large City Model Code) and IIB 2003 (Housing Production
Strategies). Tokos reviewed his staff memo. He noted the city had until the end of June next year to complete
this and suggested that they package things together as a single amendment.

Tokos reviewed Chapter 3, Triplexes and QuadpLexes section of the model code. Patrick asked how the
maximum floor area ratio was determined. Tokos explained that you’re allowed 1 .4 feet of floor area for every
foot of lot there is. This was defined in the document as well.

Tokos reviewed how the minimum lot size for detached single family dwellings and maximum floor area ratio
(FAR) worked, and what the building setbacks and maximum building heights were. Berman asked if what
they were saying was that they couldn’t set the maximum height to 35 feet. Tokos confirmed this was correct.
Hanselman asked if someone would only need one off-street parking if they put a duplex on a lot that was less
than 4,000 feet. Tokos confirmed this was correct. The model code was looking to minimize any kind of parking
requirements because they viewed off-street parking requirements as a deterrent to density needs, and to get
people to walk, bike and use alternate modes of travel. Tokos reminded that this was a model code for cities
bigger than Newport with more robust transit. Berman asked what the difference was between the requirements
for off-street parking for duplexes and triplexes, and asked if they could require off-street parking for duplexes.
Tokos explained that this was just a model code, but the city had the ability under administrative rule to have
off-street parking requirements. He thought the maximum number of spaces for duplexes was two. Tokos
reminded the city was under no obligation to incorporate any provision out of the model code. The Commission
could decide what options they wanted to adopt. Hanselman was discourage this was making as much
imperviable surfaces on a lot as possible. He thought this was a step backwards for the community
environmentally. Hardy agreed.

Tokos reviewed the entry orientation, widows, garage and off-street parking sections next. He noted that at this
point the city didn’t regulate standards for these areas much. Tokos reviewed the driveway approaches,
improved alley access and unit definitions next. Escobar asked if Newport had to adopt rules for duplexes and
if the higher density standards were optional. He didn’t see a lot of the standards that would work well in
Newport and thought it would be wise to focus on duplexes and come back to other issues on higher density
after the review.
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Berman asked if Newport, as a medium city, was not required to allow these things in R- I and R-2 zones but
some of the standards or the code could be added where they were already allowed in the city to try and clean
up eye sores. Tokos agreed this was correct, and noted they currently allowed townhouses in R-2, R-3 and R-4
zones but they weren’t subject to design standards. He explained that the question was if they wanted to
potentially incorporate some design standards. If so, he could work this into the same package as the duplexes.
This was because he would have to do a lot of work on the code, he could pull some of this in as well.

Capri thought keeping design standards a bit lenient was helpful. He liked having a list of standards to choose
from such as the Nye Beach Standards instead of having to meet a whole list of standards. Capri thought that
encouraging developers to do some of the standards, not all, would be good. Tokos pointed out that the
Commission had the option to mix and match with this. Berman asked if it was necessary for the timeframe to
mix in the design standards with the duplex standards. Tokos said it wasn’t. He just wanted to package them
together for time efficiency.

Tokos reviewed the Cottage Clusters section and noted this was an area where they could do work and provide
some clarity. He explained there were ways to do this in the existing standards but these updates would provide
clarity on when people wanted to do this type of common courtyard housing. Berman thought tiny homes could
fit into the same pattern as these. Tokos confirmed they could and noted a project in Nye Beach where they
were doing multiple homes with accessory dwelling units that weren’t required to have off-street parking.

Tokos asked if the Commission had interest in allowing higher density in R-1 and R-2 zones. If not, he asked
if there was interest in potentially pulling some of the design standards to apply in the higher density areas
where they allowed the use but didn’t have any design standards for the use. Berman thought that having design
standards would be good but they needed to be flexible and give an “either/or” choice. Capri didn’t want to rush
this and make it difficult to design to the standard. He thought there were a lot of examples where this was done
well but they could go overboard. Patrick didn’t see putting anything in the duplex code except driveway
standards. He thought it was interesting to look at the cottage standards. He felt the townhouse and the rest of
the standards were for places other than Newport. There were some parts on the setbacks that would work and
thought it would allow people to build instead of requiring them to get a nonconforming use approval. Hardy
thought the driveway access suggestions were poor. She didn’t see any benefit for limiting the length of a
driveway. There was nothing that interested her in terms of configurations. She indicated that the State of
Oregon over densified populations since it exacerbated the spread of disease. The streets were under parked,
and there were substandard streets in Newport that couldn’t handle a lot of on-street parking. Branigan didn’t
see much in the standards that applied to Newport. If you tried to mandate design changes it would take away
from the feel of Newport. Branigan didn’t see an advantage to them. Exacerbates disease

Hanselman questioned what problems Newport had that this program addressed. He didn’t think it would solve
problems This felt like they were shoehoming additional density wherever they could. Hardy agreed. Berman
noted the issue was if they wanted to adopt design standards and if the city wanted any say in the configuration
and how things looked. Capri noted there already were requirements in the Oregon Specialty Code and City
requirements that dictated how a structure would end up looking like. Adding designs standards ran the risk of
adding things that would start to create one typology in a community. Hanselman asked if Capri saw anything
that was onerous if this was adopted. Capri didn’t, but thought the hard part was when it became a city
requirement. When reading the code it was straight forward but when someone had a certain budget, site,
constraints and needs for a particular piece of land, this was when some of the standards became problematic.
Berman noted when considering typography of a lot it forced some choices that might or might not be in conflict
with the design standard. Capri agreed and noted a duplex project he designed. At first the lot looked flat but
when they looked at the typography onsite the duplexes had to be built with offset heights from each other.
Patrick noted that what he was hearing was that none of the Commissioners like the townhouse and triplex
standards at all, there wasn’t a lot of support for driveway standards, there was a little bit of support for cottage
standards, and limited support for design standards. The Commission was in general agreement with this.

Tokos would move ahead with the duplex work, and put together some thoughts on what they could do with
cottage clusters. He would review if there were some target standards they felt strongly about as staff for design
standards for some of the existing uses like townhouses, triplexes, or four-plexes. He would bring it forward
with the rationale for review. Capri asked if the design standards could be a separate discussion or if they should

2 Planning Commission Work Session Minutes 09 142020.
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be a part of this discussion. Tokos thought it should bundled together to handle it as efficiently as
possible because they would have to do design standards for duplexes. He explained that this would be a
refining exercise for the Commission as they moved forward.

Escobar asked if the standards would override CC&Rs in some neighborhoods. Tokos explained that there were
some specific provisions that if the CC&Rs were in effect prior to the adoption of the law, the CC&Rs would
still be enforceable. Prospectively, new CC&Rs would be a problem.

Branigan asked if duplexes could span over contiguous lots or would they be restricted to just one lot. Tokos
explained that it depended on what they were trying to do, and if it was in an area where a triplex could span
multiple lots. These could be done if they were willing to deed restrict the properties and manage them
singularly. Tokos gave an example of a currently built apartment complex that straddled lot lines where they
had to do a covenant to maintain it as a single large unit of land. If the object of the property was to sell
individually, they would have to get their lot lines adjusted. Branigan asked if the Fisherman’s Wharf Estates
project could build across lots. Tokos explained these lots were R-2 zoned and town houses could be built but
it wasn’t what they were approved for in their subdivision. They were approved for a 10 lot residential division
and noted the developer submitted and extension on their subdivision approval.

Tokos explained that the HB 2003 applied to the City and changed rules relative to planning for housing.
Traditionally this was done with a land use assessment and looked at different tools we had to encourage
housing. The House Bill increased the frequency the City would have to do that type of assessment. Previously
there really wasn’t any deadlines and most jurisdictions did this every 10 years. Now it would be every eight
years for Newport and we would have to comply with annual requirements and midcycle check ins. This
encouraged the city to be aggressive to promote and adopt rules that incentivized housing. This would now
require things like providing supportive services to get homeless into stable housing. Tokos explained that this
was starting to go beyond the city’s traditional role and created a regulatory framework for construction of
housing to a more proactive role. This administrative rule along with the one they were looking at for HB 2001
would have an initial public hearing on September 25th, and the hearing for adoption would be in early
November. The city would have to comply with HB 2023 by the end of the 2022 calendar year and they would
be starting the process at the beginning of the next budget cycle. 2014 was the last time the city updated the
housing needs and buildable lands work when they did the OSU housing supplement.

B. Revised TSP Update Schedule & Summary of Public Outreach Virtual Event No. 1. Tokos noted the
documents for the TSP public outreach and events would be shared online. There would be two virtual online
events. One would be where people could work their own way through it and fill out surveys. The other event
would be more interactive. The Policy Advisory Committee provided input on the work that needed to be done.
The outreach would be online because of the pandemic and it would allow the public to participate and
hopefully give input. Berman noted that there needed to be a good way to get ideas from all the public,
especially ones who weren’t technically inclined.

3. New Business. None were heard.

4. Adjourn. The meeting adjourned at 6:57 p.m.

Respectftilly submitted,

frbJcL
Sherri Marineau,
Executive Assistant

3 Planning Commission Work Session Minutes 09 14 2020,
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14.13.020
TABLE “A”

Minimum Lot Maximum Density
Lot Area Minimum Setback Requirements: Coverage Building In Sq. Ft.

District (Sq. Ft.) Width Frontl2nd Front1 Side Rear In Percent Height Per Unit

R-1/”Low Density Single- 15 and 15’
Family Residential” 7,500 65’ or 5’ & 8’ 15’ 54% 30’ 7,500

20’ and 10’

R-2/”Medium Density Single-
Family Residential”
Duplex on interior lot 7,500 50 15’ and 15’ 5’ 10’ 57% 30’ 3,750
Duplex on corner lot 5,000 50’ or 5’ 10’ 57% 30’ 2,500
House 5,000 50’ 20’ and 10’ 5’ 10’ 57% 30’ 5,000

R-3/”Medium Density Multi- 15’ and 15’
Family Residential” 5,000 50’ or 5’ 10’ 60% 35’ 1,2502

20’ and 10’

R-4/”High Density Multi- 15’ and 15’
Family Residential”3 5,000 50’ or 5’ 10’ 64% 35’ 1,250

20’ and 10’

C-1/”Retail and Service
Commercial” 5,000 0’ 0’ 0’ 0’ 8590%* 5O* n/a

C-2/”Tourist Commercial” 5,000 0’ 0’ 0’ 0’ 8590%* 5o* n/a

C-3/”HeavyCommercial” 5,000 0’ 0’ 0’ 0’ 8590%* 50* n/a

l-1/”Light Industrial” 5,000 0’ 50’ from Hwy. 101 0’ 0’ 8590%* 5O* n/a

l-2/”Medium Industrial” 20,000 0’ 50’ from Hwy. 101 0’ 0’ 8590%* 50* n/a

1-3/Heavy Industrial” 5 acres 0’ 50’ from Hwy. 101 0’ 0’ 8590%* 50* n/a

* See Section 2-4-4 n/a - not applicable

1 Front and second front yards shall equal a combined total of 30 feet. All garages shall be set back at least 20 feet from the access street.

2 Amended by Ordinance No. 1642 (8-3-92).

Density of hotels, motels, and nonresidential units shall be one unit per 750 square feet.

NEWPORT ZONING ORDINANCE (NO 1308, AS AMENDED)
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14.13.020 (con’t)
TABLE “A”

Minimum Lot Maximum Density
Lot Area Minimum Setback Requirements: Coverage Building In Sq. Ft.

District (Sq. Ft.) Width Frontl2nd Front Side Rear In Percent Height Per Unit

W-1/”Water Dependent” 0 0’ 0’ 0’ 0’ 8590%* 40* n/a

W-2/Water Related” 0 0’ 0’ 0 0 8590%* 35* n/a

MU-i thru MU-ia
(Management Units) 0 0’ 0’ 0’ 0’ 100% 4Q* n/a

P-i/Public Structures” 0 0’ 0’ 0 0 100% 50’ n/a

P-2/”Public Parks” 0 0’ 0’ 0’ 0 100% 35’ n/a

P-3/”Public Open Space” 0 0’ 0’ 0’ 0’ iOO% 30’ n/a

(M-H)/”Mobile Home Overlay” For mobile homes on individual lots, see underlying zone; for mobile home parks, see ORS 446.100 and OAR 814-28-060.

* See Section 2-4-4 n/a - not apphcable

Front and second yards shall equal a combined total of 30 feet. All garages shall be set back at least 20 feet from the
access street.

NEWPORT ZONING ORDINANCE (NO 1308, AS AMENDED)
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CHAPTER 14.31 TOWNHOUSES

14.31.010 Purpose

The purpose of this section is to allow for different
ownership patterns by allowing townhouses in certain
zones subject to specific development standards, to
regulate the development of townhouses, and to outline
specific development criteria and design parameters to
protect public health, safety, and welfare.

14.31 .020 Definitions

For the purposes of this section, the following definitions
shall apply:

A. Parent Lot. The legal lot or lots in existence prior to
the townhouse development.

B. Townhouse. A single-family dwelling in a row of at
least two units in which each unit has its own front
and rear access to the outside, no unit or portion
thereof is located over another unit or portion thereof
except for parking spaces or garages, each unit is
separated from any other unit by one or more
common walls, and each unit has its own underlying
townhouse lot.

C. Townhouse Lot. The underlying real estate
associated with a townhouse.

14.31.030 Zoning Districts Where Townhouses are Located

Townhouse are an outright permitted use in the R-2, R
3, and R-4 zoning districts subject to the standards
contained in this section.

14.31 .040 Density

The overall density of a townhouse development shall
not exceed the density allowed in the underlying zoning
district and shall be computed on the parent lot.

14.31.050 Number of Units in Building
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No separate building in a townhouse development may
exceed six townhouse units.

14.31.060 Development Standards

All townhouse developments shall meet the following:

A. Minimum lot size: None.**

B. Maximum parent lot coverage: Underlying zone.

C. Maximum height: Underlying zone.

D. Minimum outdoor open space or patio: 150 square
feet per townhouse.

E. Minimum parking: 1 .5 spaces per townhouse.***

F. Minimum parent lot frontage: 25 feet.

G. Minimum parent lot setback: Underlying zone.

H. Utilities: Each dwelling unit shall be served by
separate utilities.

(*Added by Ordinance No. 1783 (1-20-98).
**Amendedby Ordinance No. 1791(7-6-98).
ê**Parking maybe on each lot or in a common parking Io( ca,pon orgarage
for one or more townhouses.)

(Not to Scale)

Lot 1 = 2,000 Sq. Ft./Lot 2 = 1,500 Sq. Ft./Lot 3 = 1,500
Sq. Ft.

14.31.070 Access

The parent lot shall have a minimum of 25 feet of
frontage onto a street. For purposes of this section, a
street can be either a public or private way dedicated for
street purposes. Townhouse lots are not required to have
frontage on a street, but in no case may a townhouse lot
be further than 100 feet from a street. For townhouse
developments where frontage for townhouse lots is not
provided, an adequate turnaround as determined by the
Fire Marshal on the parent lot is required. In addition,
townhouse lots with no frontage shall have a perpetual
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easement across any and all lots that have frontage and
any intervening lot.

14.31 .080 Deed Covenant and Maintenance Agreements

The developer of a townhouse development shall
provide the city with copies of any deed restrictions,
covenants and conditions, and any maintenance
agreements to the Community Development Director
prior to final plat approval. Such documents shall be
approved by the City Attorney and Community
Development Director to assure that adequate
provisions are contained in those documents for
maintenance of buildings, utilities, landscaping, parking
areas, common areas, private streets or drives, and
other items held in common.

14.31 .090 Process

Townhouse developments are permitted in the R-2, R-3,
and R-4 zoning districts as an outright permitted use.
However, since a townhouse development will require a
segregation of lots, a partition or subdivision, as
applicable, will be required with its appurtenant
requirements as per the City of Newport Subdivision
Ordinance (No. 1285, as amended).

14.31.100 Exception for Reconstruction or Repair of Non-Conforming
Townhouse Developments

Nothing in this Ordinance shall be construed to prohibit
the complete reconstruction or repair of a non
conforming townhouse development that was in
existence on or before February 1, 1998, subject to the
conditions and requirements in effect when the
townhouse development originally occurred.
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r: Chapter 660

Division 46

Middle Housing in Medium and Large Cities

660-046-0000
Purpose

The purpose of this division is to prescribe standards guiding the development of Middle Housing types as provided in Oregon
Laws 2019, chapter 639. OAR 660-046-0010 to OAR 660-046-0130 establish standards related to the siting and design of
Middle Housing types in urban growth boundaries.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0010
Applicability

(1) A local government that is a Medium City must comply with this division.

(2) Notwithstanding section (1), a local government need not comply with this division for:

(a) Lands that are not zoned for residential use, including but not limited to lands zoned primarily for commercial, industrial,
agricultural, or public uses;

(b) Residentially zoned lands that do not allow for the development of a detached single-family home; or

(c) Lands that are not incorporated and that are zoned under an interim zoning designation that maintains the land’s potential
for planned urban development.

(3) Local governments may regulate Middle Housing to comply with protective measures (including plans, policies, and
regulations) adopted and acknowledged pursuant to statewide land use planning goals. Where local governments have
adopted, or shall adopt, regulations implementing the following statewide planning goals, the following provisions provide
direction as to how those regulations shall be implemented in relation to Middle Housing, as required by OAR 660-046-0010.

(a) Goal 5: Natural Resources, Scenic, and Historic Areas - Pursuant to OAR 660-023, local governments must adopt land
use regulations to protect identified resources under Goal 5, including regulations to comply with protective measures
(including plans, policies, and regulations) applicable to Middle Housing.

(A) Goal 5 Riparian Areas, Wetlands, and Wildlife Habitat — Pursuant to OAR 660-023-0050 through 660-023-0115, local
governments must adopt land use regulations to protect water quality, aquatic habitat, and the habitat of threatened,
endangered and sensitive species. This includes regulations applicable to Middle Housing to comply with protective measures
adopted pursuant to Goal 5. Local governments may apply regulations to Duplexes that apply to detached single-family
dwellings in the same zone.

(B) Goal 5: Historic Resources — Pursuant to OAR 660-023-0200(7), local governments must adopt land use regulations to
protect locally significant historic resources . This includes regulations of Middle Housing to comply with protective measures
as it relates to the integrity of a historic resource or district. Protective measures shall be adopted and applied as provided in
OAR 660-023-0200. Local governments may not apply the following types of regulations specific to Middle Housing:

(i) Use, density, and occupancy restrictions that prohibit the development of Middle Housing on historic properties or districts
that otherwise permit the development of detached single-family dwellings.

(ii) Standards that prohibit the development of Middle Housing on historic properties or districts that otherwise permit the
development of detached single-family dwellings

(b) Goal 7: Areas Subject to Natural Hazards — Pursuant to OAR 660-015-0000(7), local governments must adopt
comprehensive plans (inventories, policies and implementing measures) to reduce risk to people and property from natural
hazards. Such protective measures adopted pursuant to Goal 7 apply to Middle Housing, including but not limited to
restrictions on use, density, and occupancy in the following areas:

https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedDivision=5988 1/13
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(A) Special Flood Hazard Areas as identified on the applicable FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) ; or

(B) Other hazard areas identified in an adopted comprehensive plan or development code; provided the development of
Middle Housing presents a greater risk to life or property than the development of detached single-family dwellings. Greater
risk includes but is not limited to actions or effects such as:

(i) Increasing the number of people exposed to a hazard;

(ii) Increasing risk of damage to property, built, or natural infrastructure;

(iii) Exacerbating the risk by altering the natural landscape, hydraulics, or hydrology.

(c) Goal 15: Willamette Greenway — Pursuant to OAR 660-015-0005, cities and counties must review intensifications,
changes of use or developments to insure their compatibility with the Willamette River Greenway. Local governments may
regulate Middle Housing to comply with Goal 15 protective measures that apply to detached single-family dwellings in the
same zone.

(d) Goal 16: Estuarine Resources — Pursuant to OAR 660-015-0010(1) and OAR 660-017, local governments must apply land
use regulations that protect the estuarine ecosystem, including its natural biological productivity, habitat, diversity, unique
features and water quality. Local governments may prohibit Middle Housing in areas regulated to protect estuarine resources
under Goal 16.

(e) Goal 17: Coastal Shorelands — Pursuant to OAR 660-015-0010(2) and OAR 660-037-0080, local governments must apply
land use regulations that protect shorelands for water-dependent recreational, commercial, and industrial uses. This includes
regulations applicable to Middle Housing to comply with protective measures adopted pursuant to Goal 17. Local
governments may apply regulations to Duplexes that apply to detached single-family dwellings in the same zone.

(f) Goal 18: Beaches and Dunes — Pursuant to OAR 660-015-0010(3), local governments must apply land use regulations to
residential developments to mitigate hazards to life, public and private property, and the natural environment in areas
identified as Beaches and Dunes. This includes regulations applicable to Middle Housing to comply with protective measures
adopted pursuant to Goal 18 including but not limited to restrictions on use, density, and occupancy; provided the
development of Middle Housing presents a greater risk to life or property than development of detached single-family
dwellings. Greater risk includes but is not limited to actions or effects such as:

(A) Increasing the number of people exposed to a hazard;

(B) Increasing risk of damage to property, built or natural infrastructure; and

(C) Exacerbating the risk by altering the natural landscape, hydraulics, or hydrology.

(4) This division does not prohibit local governments from allowing:

(a) Single-family dwellings in areas zoned to allow for single-family dwellings; or

(b) Middle Housing in areas not required under this division.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0020
Definitions

As used in this division, the definitions in ORS 197.015 and 197.758 et seq apply, unless the context requires otherwise. In
addition:

(1) “A local government that has not acted” means a local government that has not adopted acknowledged land use
regulations that are in compliance with ORS 197.758 and this division.

(2) ‘Department” means the Department of Land Conservation and Development.

(3) “Detached single-family dwelling” means a detached structure on a Lot or Parcel that is comprised of a single dwelling
unit, either site built or a manufactured dwelling.

(4) “Duplex” means two attached dwelling units on one Lot or Parcel. A Medium City may define a Duplex to include two
detached dwelling units on one Lot or Parcel.

https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedDivision=5988 2/13
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(5) Lot or Parcel’ means any legally created unit of land.

(6) “Medium City” means each city with a certified Portland State University Population Research Center estimated population
more than 10,000 and less than 25,000 and not within a metropolitan service district.

(7) “Middle Housing” means a Duplex as defined in section (4).

(8) “Model Code” means the model code developed by the Department contained OAR 660-046-0110(5).

(9) “Zoned for residential use” means a zoning district in which residential dwellings are the primary use and which
implements a residential comprehensive plan map designation.

StatutorylOther Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0030
Implementation of Middle Housing Ordinances

(1) Before a local government amends an acknowledged comprehensive plan or a land use regulation to allow Middle
Housing, the local government must submit the proposed amendment to the Department for review and comment pursuant to
OAR chapter 660, division 18.

(2) In adopting or amending regulations or amending a comprehensive plan to allow Middle Housing, a local government must
include findings demonstrating consideration, as part of the post-acknowledgement plan amendment process, of methods to
increase the affordability of Middle Housing through ordinances or policies that include but are not limited to:

(a) Waiving or deferring system development charges;

(b) Adopting or amending criteria for property tax exemptions under ORS 307.515 to ORS 307.523, ORS 307.540 to ORS
307.548 or ORS 307.651 to ORS 307.687 or property tax freezes under ORS 308.450 to ORS 308.481; and

(c) Assessing a construction tax under ORS 320.192 and ORS 320.195.

(3) When a local government amends its comprehensive plan or land use regulations to allow Middle Housing, the local
government is not required to consider whether the amendments significantly affect an existing or planned transportation
facility.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0040
Compliance

(1) A local government may adopt land use regulations or amend its comprehensive plan to comply with ORS 197.758 et seq
and the provisions of this division.

(2) A local government may request from the Department an extension of the time allowed to complete the action in section
(1) pursuant to ORS 197.758.

(3) A Medium City that has not acted by June 30, 2021 and has not received an extension under section (2), shall directly
apply the applicable Model Code contained in OAR 660-046-0130(5) in its entirety to all proposed Middle Housing
development applications until such time as the Medium City has adopted provisions under section (1).

(4) If a Medium City has adopted land use regulations or amended its comprehensive plan by the date provided under section
(3) and the city’s land use regulations or comprehensive plan changes are subsequently remanded by the Land Use Board of
Appeals or an appellate court solely on procedural grounds, the Medium City is deemed to have acted. Accordingly, the
Medium City may continue to apply its own land use regulations and comprehensive plan as they existed prior to the adoption
of land use regulations or comprehensive plan amendments that were the subject of procedural remand until the first of the
two options:

(a) The Medium City has adopted land use regulations or amended its comprehensive plan in response to the remand; or

https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action2selectedDivision=5988 3/13
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(b) 120 days after the date of the remand. If the Medium City has not adopted land use regulations or amended its
- comprehensive plan within 120 days of the date of the remand, the Medium City is deemed not to have acted under section

(3).

• (5) If a Medium City has adopted land use regulations or amended its comprehensive plan by the date provided under section
(3) and the Medium City’s land use regulations or comprehensive plan changes are subsequently remanded by the Land Use
Board of Appeals or an appellate court on any substantive grounds, the city is deemed to have not acted under section (3).

(6) If a Medium City acknowledged to be in compliance with this division subsequently amends its land use regulations or
comprehensive plan, and those amendments are remanded by the Land Use Board of Appeals or an appellate court, the city
shall continue to apply its land use regulations and comprehensive plan as they existed prior to the amendments until the
amendments are acknowledged.

(7) In the event that a Medium City directly applies the Model Code in accordance with sections (3) and (5), the Model Code
completely replaces and pre-empts any provisions of that Medium City’s development code that conflict with the Model Code.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0050
Eligible Local Governments

If a local government was not previously a Medium City and a certified Portland State University Population Research Center
population estimate qualifies a city as a Medium City, the city must comply with this division within one year of its qualification
as a Medium City.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0100
Purpose of Middle Housing in Medium Cities

OAR 660-046-0105 through OAR 660-046-0130 are intended to measure compliance with ORS 197.758 et seq and Goal 10
Housing for Medium Cities.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0105
Applicability of Middle Housing in Medium Cities

(1) A Medium City must allow for the development of a Duplex, including those Duplexes created through conversion of an
existing detached single-family dwelling, on each Lot or Parcel zoned for residential use that allows for the development of
detached single-family dwellings.

(2) OAR 660-046-0105 through OAR 660-046-0130 do not require a Medium City to allow more than two dwellings units on a
Lot or Parcel, including any accessory dwelling units.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0110
Provisions Applicable to Duplexes in Medium Cities

https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedDivision=5988 4/13
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(1) Medium Cities may regulate Duplexes to comply with protective measures, including plans, policies and regulations, as
provided in OAR 660-046-0010(3).

(2) Medium Cities may regulate siting and design of Duplexes, provided that the regulations;

(a) Are clear and objective standards, conditions, or procedures; and

(b) Do not, individually or cumulatively, discourage the development of Duplexes through unreasonable costs or delay.

(3) Siting and design standards that create unreasonable cost and delay include any standards applied to Duplex
development that are more restrictive than those applicable to detached single-family dwellings in the same zone.

(4) Siting and design standards that do not, individually or cumulatively, discourage the development of Duplexes through
unreasonable cost and delay include only the following:

(a) Regulations to comply with protective measures adopted pursuant to statewide land use planning goals provided in OAR
660-046-00 1 0(3):

(b) Permitted uses and approval process provided in OAR 660-046-0115;

(c) Siting standards provided in OAR 660-046-0120;

(d) Design standards in Medium Cities provided in OAR 660-046-0125;

(e) Duplex Conversions provided in OAR 660-046-0130; and

(f) Any siting and design standards contained in the Model Code referenced in section (5).

(5) For the purposes of assisting Medium Cities in adopting reasonable siting and design standards for Duplexes, the
Commission adopts the following model Middle Housing code for Medium Cities. The Model Code provided in Exhibit A of this
section will be applied to Medium Cities who have not acted to comply with the provisions of ORS 197.758 and this division
and completely replaces and pre-empts any provisions of that Medium City’s development code that conflict with the Model
Code.

[ED. NOTE: To view attachments referenced in rule text, click here to view rule.]

StatutorylOther Authority: ORS 197.040
StatuteslOther Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0115
Permitted Uses and Approval Process

Medium Cities must apply the same approval process to Duplexes as detached single-family dwellings in the same zone.
Pursuant to OAR 660-008-0015 and ORS 197.307, Medium Cities may adopt and apply only clear and objective standards,
conditions, and procedures regulating the development of Duplexes. Nothing in this rule prohibits a Medium City from
adopting an alternative approval process for applications and permits for Middle Housing based on approval criteria that are
not clear and objective as provided in OAR 660-008-0015(2) and ORS 197.307(6).

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0120
Duplex Siting Standards in Medium Cities

The following standards apply to all Duplexes:

(1) Minimum Lot or Parcel Size: A Medium City may not require a minimum Lot or Parcel size that is greater than the
minimum Lot or Parcel size required for a detached single-family dwelling in the same zone. Additionally, Medium Cities shall
allow the development of a Duplex on any property zoned to allow detached single-family dwellings, which was legally
created prior to the Medium City’s current lot size minimum for detached single-family dwellings in the same zone.

https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedDivision=5988 5/13
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(2) Density: If a Medium City applies density maximums in a zone, it may not apply those maximums to the development of
Duplexes.

(3) Setbacks: A Medium City may not require setbacks to be greater than those applicable to detached single-family dwellings
in the same zone.

(4) Height: A Medium City may not apply lower maximum height standards than those applicable to detached single-family
dwellings in the same zone.

(5) Parking:

(a) A Medium City may not require more than a total of two off-street parking spaces for a Duplex.

(b) Nothing in this section precludes a Medium City from allowing on-street parking credits to satisfy off-street parking
requirements.

(6) Lot Coverage and Floor Area Ratio: Medium Cities are not required to apply lot coverage or floor area ratio standards to
new Duplexes. However, if the Medium City chooses to apply lot coverage or floor area ratio standards, it may not establish a
cumulative lot coverage or floor area ratio for a Duplex that is less than established for detached single-family dwelling in the
same zone.

(7) A Medium City or other utility service provider that grants clear and objective exceptions to public works standards to
detached single-family dwelling development must allow the same exceptions to Duplexes.

StatutorylOther Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0125
Duplex Design Standards in Medium Cities

(1) Medium Cities are not required to apply design standards to new Duplexes. However, if the Medium City chooses to apply
design standards to new Duplexes, it may only apply the same clear and objective design standards that the Medium City
applies to detached single-family structures in the same zone.

(2) A Medium City may not apply design standards to Duplexes created as provided in OAR 660-046-0130.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
StatuteslOther Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0130
Duplex Conversions

Conversion of an existing detached single-family dwelling to a Duplex is allowed, pursuant to OAR 660-046-0105(2), provided
that the conversion does not increase nonconformance with applicable clear and objective standards in the Medium City’s
development code, unless increasing nonconformance is otherwise allowed by the Medium City.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758
History:
LCDD 12-2020, adopt filed 07/31/2020, effective 08/03/2020

660-046-0300
Purpose of Infrastructure-Based Time Extension Request Process

OAR 660-046-0300 to OAR 660-046-0370 establish the form and substance of the IBTER application and review process.
The purpose of these rules is to provide submittal requirements, including required data and analyses that a local government
must submit with an IBTER, prescribe when a local government is eligible for a time extension in response to an IBTER, and
to provide the evaluation process and criteria that the department will use to review IBTERs and issue Time Extensions.
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Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4(6)
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, sections 3 and 4
History:
LCDD 14-2020, adopt filed 08/07/2020, effective 08/07/2020

660-046-0310
Entities Eligible to Apply

Local governments, as defined in OAR 660-046-0320, may submit an IBTER.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4(6)
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, sections 3 and 4
History:
LCDD 14-2020, adopt filed 08/07/2020, effective 08/07/2020

660-046-0320
Definitions

In addition to the definitions in OAR 660-046-0020 and in ORS 197.015 and ORS 197.758, the following definitions apply to
OAR 660-046-0300 to OAR 660-046-0370. In the event of a conflict, these definitions will take precedence.

(1) ‘Acceptable service levels” means measures of public facility adequacy defined by common engineering standards of
practice, adopted as a policy for a utility, identified by designated authority from the decision-making body of a local
government, identified in an adopted utility master plan or special area utility plan, or as necessary to comply with state or
federal law.

(2) “IBTER” means an infrastructure-based time extension request submitted by a local government for an extension of time
to adopt land use regulations or amend a comprehensive plan as provided for under Oregon Laws 2019, chapter 639, section
4.

(3) “lnfill and redevelopment areas” means areas with lot sizes of less than one-half an acre that are zoned to allow detached
single family dwellings and that are either vacant or developed with detached single family dwellings.

(4) “Infrastructure” means urban water, sanitary sewer, stormwater, and transportation systems.

(5) “Local governments” means a city outside a metropolitan service district, with a population of more than 10,000 and less
than 25,000; a city inside a metropolitan service district, with a population of more than 1,000 and less than 25,000; any city
with a population of 25,000 or more; or any unincorporated portion of a county within a metropolitan service district that is
provided with sufficient urban services as defined in ORS 195.065. No other unincorporated areas within urban growth
boundaries are included in this definition.

(6) “Significant infrastructure deficiency” means a local government has met the burden of proof to demonstrate a situation or
situations where the following exists:

(a) A local government or service provider is unable to provide acceptable service levels within a developed, or developing,
area zoned to allow detached single-family dwellings; or

(b) A local government or service provider anticipates that it will be unable to provide acceptable service levels by December
31, 2023, based either on extrapolated current development rates alone, or based on extrapolated current rates and
additional anticipated middle housing development.

(c) There is no single service level for demonstrating a significant infrastructure deficiency for transportation infrastructure.
Supporting information regarding the magnitude and severity of the deficiency must support a determination that the
deficiency has a significant impact on transportation function or safety in the affected area. Higher street classifications, traffic
volumes, and impacts to the function of transportation corridors, rather than a single intersection, will help to support the
significance of the transportation deficiency. The severity of safety issues may be supported with information such as crash
data, posted speed limits, sight distance at intersections, or similar information.

(7) “Time extension” is an IBTER as granted by the department.

(8) “Undeveloped or underdeveloped areas” means areas with lot sizes greater than one-half an acre that are zoned to allow
single family detached dwellings and are currently developed at a density of two dwelling units per acre or less.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4(6)
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, sections 3 and 4
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History:
LCDD 14-2020, adopt filed 08/07/2020, effective 08/07/2020

660-046-0330
Parameters

(1) Infrastructure, as defined in OAR 660-046-0320(4) and as described in more detail in OAR 660-046-0340, is eligible as a
basis for an IBTER application. An infrastructure deficiency is not significant if it would be addressed with infrastructure
improvements required in conjunction with the development of a single-family dwelling.

(2) If a local government is currently unable to issue any new permits for residential development due to a jurisdiction-wide
significant infrastructure deficiency, the local government must address that situation through the moratorium process
provided in ORS 197.505 through ORS 197.540. The department will not approve IBTER applications that address this type
of situation.

(3) If a local government intends to continue permitting new single family detached dwellings or other development allowed by
the current zoning within the area that has a significant infrastructure deficiency while deferring middle housing development
within the area, the local government shall demonstrate that the additional infrastructure demand created by middle housing
development would cause an unacceptable service level of the infrastructure, or shall provide other valid justification for
allowing other development in the subject area while prohibiting middle housing development until the significant
infrastructure deficiency is addressed.

(4) For the purpose of estimating the additional impacts of middle housing development on infrastructure, the local
government may assume the following increases in residential development that would create additional impacts upon an
area that is significantly infrastructure deficient over the period ending December 31, 2023:

(a) The local government shall prepare the baseline estimate for the number of dwelling units per acre produced within a
residential zoning district by following the process described in ORS 197.296(5)(a)(A). A local government may add units
produced by middle housing allowances, as described in subsections (b) through (f) to estimate residential infrastructure
demand within a specified area. A local government may include additional infrastructure demand from other existing uses
within the service area, such as higher density housing, schools, businesses, industrial uses, or other uses to estimate a total
infrastructure service demand within the area that has a significant infrastructure deficiency.

(b) Infill and redevelopment areas may assume a one percent increase in the number of dwelling units produced due to
middle housing allowances within the specified residential zone(s), above the baseline estimate described in subsection (a)
prior to adoption of middle housing allowances. If some types of middle housing are currently allowed in a residential zone,
the local government must adjust the anticipated increase for that area to an estimated fraction of one percent representing
additional housing production from the middle housing types that are not currently allowed.

(c) Undeveloped and underdeveloped areas may assume a three percent increase in the number of dwelling units produced
due to middle housing allowances within the specified residential zone(s), above the baseline estimate described in
subsection (a) prior to adoption of middle housing allowances. If some types of middle housing are currently allowed in a
residential zone, the local government must adjust the anticipated increase to an estimated fraction of three percent
representing additional housing production from the middle housing types that are not currently allowed.

(d) The local government may project an increase in anticipated middle housing residential development above the thresholds
identified in subsections (b) or (c) if it provides quantifiable validation of such an increase. For local governments located
outside a metropolitan service district, the standards for demonstration of a quantifiable validation are provided in subsection
(e). For local governments within a metropolitan service district, the standards for demonstration of a quantifiable validation
are provided in subsection (f).

(e) A local government located outside a metropolitan service district may provide a quantifiable validation by demonstrating
an actual increase in residential dwelling units produced above the rates anticipated in subsections (b) and (c), within a zone
that allows densities that are no higher than those that would be allowed with adopted middle housing provisions. The
evidence may be derived from an existing zone within the local government’s jurisdiction, or from another local government
within 25 miles of the subject local government.

(f) A local government located inside a metropolitan service district may provide a quantifiable validation by demonstrating an
actual increase in residential dwelling units produced above the rates anticipated in subsections (b) and (c), within a zone that
allows densities that are no higher than those that would be allowed with adopted middle housing provisions. The evidence
may be derived from an existing zone within the local government’s jurisdiction, or from another local government within the
metropolitan service district.

StatutorylOther Authority: ORS 197.040 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4(6)
StatuteslOther Implemented: ORS 197.758 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, sections 3 and 4
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History:
LCDD 14-2020, adopt filed 08/07/2020, effective 08/07/2020

660-046-0340
Infrastructure-Specific Application Thresholds

This rule specifies the circumstances that would justify a time extension for each infrastructure type.

(1) Transportation. A local government may use the following circumstances to justify a transportation-based IBTER:

(a) Areas where the supporting roadways, intersections, or both are operating or anticipated to operate over capacity, not
meet currently acceptable service levels, or have existing geometric/safety limitations. Supporting information regarding the
magnitude and severity of the deficiency must support a determination that the deficiency has a significant impact on
transportation function or safety in the affected area. This type of transportation IBTER applies only to areas where mitigation
is planned and is either within the jurisdiction and financial capacity of the local government, or is planned, financed, and
scheduled in partnership with county, state, or other governmental or private partners.

(b) Areas that lack adequate emergency vehicle access per current adopted Fire Code standards, and for which mitigation in
conjunction with development is not feasible.

(2) Stormwater. A local government may use the following circumstances to justify a stormwater-based IBTER:

(a) Lack of stormwater infrastructure, or adequately-sized stormwater infrastructure, such as storm drainage pipes, curb and
gutters, catch basins and inlets, lateral storm connections, regional stormwater facilities, and discharge outfalls that results in
not meeting an acceptable service level. An acceptable service level may include metrics for water quantity discharge, water
quality, or both.

(b) A downstream stormwater conveyance system deficiency, resulting in localized ponding or flooding and storm pipe back
ups caused by pipes, culverts, or catch basins in disrepair; these problems may be compounded by high groundwater;
compacted underlying soils; or backwater from nearby waterways during high flows; any of which that results in not meeting
an acceptable service level.

(3) Water and Sewer. A local government may use the following circumstances to justify a water or sanitary sewer IBTER:

(a) A significant infrastructure deficiency in localized (not citywide) water or sanitary sewer service that results in unacceptable
service levels for water or sewer services. For example, maintaining minimum water pressure in a water system or exceeding
the capacity of existing infrastructure within a sanitary sewer system.

(b) A localized (not citywide) combined sewer/stormwater system that will exceed capacity as a result of new middle housing
units. As further justification the local government shall demonstrate how it would mitigate the deficiency with respect to
wastewater capacity and stormwater controls, if both aspects would not meet acceptable service levels. In this case, the local
government shall include descriptions and justifications for the IBTER consistent with the requirements for each of the
infrastructure types.

StatutorylOther Authority: ORS 197.040 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4(6)
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, sections 3 and 4
History:
LCDD 14-2020, adopt filed 08/07/2020, effective 08/07/2020

660-046-0350
Application Submittal Timeline and Requirements

(1) Local governments requesting a time extension must file IBTER applications with the department as follows:

(a) By December31 2020 for local governments subject to ORS 197.758(3).

(b) By June 30, 2021 for local governments subject to ORS 197.758(2).

(2) Completeness review. Upon receipt of an IBTER application, the department will conduct a preliminary completeness
review within 30 calendar days of receipt and notify the local government of any additional materials from section (3) that are
required to make a complete application. Within one week of receiving notification of an incomplete application, the local
government shall notify the department if it will provide all, some, or none of the requested additional information. If no
additional information will be provided by the local government, the review period specified in OAR 660-046-0360(2) will begin
upon receipt of the notification from the local government. If additional information is to be provided, the review period
specified in OAR 660-046-0360(2) will begin on the date of receipt of the additional information. The local government must
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submit all requested materials within 60 calendar days of receipt of a request for additional materials. If the local government
does not submit some or all of the requested completeness materials within the 60-day period, the review period specified in
OAR 660-046-0360(2) will begin on the 61st day from the notification of incompleteness, and the department will evaluate the
application based on the information that the local government has submitted by the end of the 60-day period.

(3) Required materials. A complete IBTER application from a local government shall include the information described in
subsections (a) through (g):

(a) A narrative, graphics, tabular data, and other information as necessary to provide a general description of the significant
infrastructure deficiency, including:

(A) A description of the infrastructure and the current system capacity. Relevant information from adopted utility master plans,
special area utility plans, capital improvement plans, or similar documents and studies. Also, an identification of the service
level that will not be met, including identification of the adopted utility master plan or other authority which establishes the
service level.

(B) A description of the significant infrastructure deficiency. The application shall clarify if capacity is exceeded currently, or is
anticipated by December 31, 2023, based on current development trends; or if the infrastructure is only expected to exceed
capacity based on additional impacts from middle housing development pursuant to OAR 660-046-0330(4).

(C) If the local government finds significant infrastructure deficiency would be caused only by additional middle housing
development in the area and plans to continue issuing permits for other types of development within the area, a detailed
analysis of how and why existing infrastructure can continue to meet the needs of other types of development, but not middle
housing.

(D) A description of assumptions used to calculate or estimate system capacity. This includes analysis of current impacts on
the infrastructure system; impacts from additional development anticipated to occur based on current zoning; and impacts
anticipated from the allowance for middle housing in the areas where it is not currently allowed, as more fully described in
OAR 660-046-0330(4).

(E) Documentation of the significant infrastructure deficiency sufficient to allow the department to verify that the deficiency
exists, including (but not necessarily limited to) items such as; maintenance and complaint records, photographs, modeling
results (if available), crash data, a deficiency documented in an adopted utility master plan, or other evidence of deficiency.

(b) The name of the service provider if the Infrastructure is owned or operated by another provider, along with a description of
any agreements between the local government and service provider for infrastructure improvements.

(c) A vicinity map showing the boundary of the impacted areas for which the IBTER is requested. If the local government
identifies more than one significant infrastructure deficiency (sewer and transportation, for example), the map should show the
boundary of each deficiency separately and any areas of overlap.

(d) A regional map, if applicable, showing the significant infrastructure deficiency that otherwise provides service to the area
where an IBTER is being requested.

(e) If the local government is subject to ORS 197.758(2), a description of the local government’s plan for middle housing
implementation in the impacted area, including identification of areas intended for duplex-only provisions, and, as applicable,
standards to be applied in goal-protected and constrained areas, and areas intended to accommodate triplexes, quadplexes,
town homes, and cottage cluster developments.

(f) A remediation plan that describes the proposed infrastructure improvement(s) intended to remedy the significant
infrastructure deficiency so that the local government may implement middle housing provisions. For each infrastructure
improvement project, the description should include, at a minimum:

(A) The proposed period of time needed to address the significant infrastructure deficiency, including phasing and
contingencies, if applicable.

(B) A discussion of the options initially considered for addressing the significant infrastructure deficiency, along with an
explanation of how the proposed approach is the most expeditiously feasible approach available to address the deficiency.

(C) Explanation of how the improvement project will provide acceptable service levels to anticipated middle housing.

(D) Potential funding source(s), including funding commitments from other governmental agencies or private parties, and
schedule for project completion.

(E) Depiction of the area that will be remedied by the project.
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(F) Proposed timeline and associated mapping to demonstrate any phasing of the remediation plan where there are several
improvement projects identified.

(G) A map of all other areas within the local government where middle housing will be implemented during the extension
period.

(H) If a local government proposes a bond measure or similar financial mechanism that requires voter approval as a means to
fund an infrastructure improvement project, a local government may also propose a contingency plan for funding the
infrastructure improvement.

(g) A narrative detailing how the application is in compliance with the Review Criteria in OAR 660-046-0360(3). In response to
criterion in OAR 660-046-0360(3)(d), the local government shall provide a map of the local government’s jurisdictional area,
depicting US Census tract scores based on the Oregon Housing and Community Services Department’s Notice of Funding
Availability Scoring Criteria Map: (https://geo.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=2cb211dbdd3d4cf497d8190283f1402f). The map identifies census tracts within communities that score low, medium, or
high in relation to access to opportunity. Those tracts identified as high opportunity areas have a relatively low poverty rate,
high labor market engagement index, and a low unemployment rate. Low opportunity areas have a relatively high poverty
rate, low labor market engagement index, and a high unemployment rate. The narrative addressing criterion in OAR 660-046-
0360(3)(d) must refer to the mapped areas in relation to the review criterion.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4(6)
StatuteslOther Implemented: ORS 197.758 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, sections 3 and 4
History:
LCDD 14-2020, adopt filed 08/07/2020, effective 08/07/2020

660-046-0360
Review Process, Review Criteria and Appeal Process

(1) Review and decision-making authority. The department reviews IBTERs for consistency with the review criteria and
compliance with the procedural requirements in OAR 660-046-0360. The department will deny an IBTER that does not meet
either the review criteria or comply with the procedural requirements. The department has final decision-making authority for
IBTERs. The Land Conservation and Development Commission has decision-making authority for appeals of the
department’s decision.

(2) Posting for Public Comment. The department will post a timely and complete IBTER on the department’s website along
with the review criteria provided in section (5) and a statement that any person may file a comment regarding the IBTER no
more than 21 days after the posting of the IBTER.

(3) Valid Comments. Any person may file a comment with the Department. In order to be considered valid, a comment must:

(a) Be in writing and filed with the Department no more than 21 days after the Department posting of the IBTER on the
department’s website;

(b) Address one or more of the five review criteria in section (5); and

(c) Provide the person’s mailing address.

(4) Department Decision. The Department shall review the IBTER along with any valid comments and shall approve, approve
with conditions of approval under section (7), or deny an IBTER. The department will mail the decision to the local
government submitting the IBTER and any person that submitted valid comments. The department will issue a decision on an
IBTER as follows:

(a) Within 90 days of receipt of a complete application for local governments subject to ORS 197.758(3);

(b) Within 120 days of receipt of a complete application for local governments subject to ORS 197.758(2).

(5) Review criteria. The department shall consider the following criteria in the review of IBTERs:

(a) Whether the identified deficiency is a significant infrastructure deficiency, consistent with the parameters and
infrastructure-specific thresholds established in OAR 660-046-0330 and OAR 660-046-0340.

(b) Whether the IBTER has adequately described and documented the identified significant infrastructure deficiency and has
established a boundary for the requested extension area(s), as required by OAR 660-046-0350. The boundary for the
requested time extension is a specific area where there is an identified significant infrastructure deficiency.
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(c) Whether the proposed remediation plan is likely to be effective and presents the most expeditiously feasible course of
action to enable implementation of middle housing provisions.

(d) Whether, in relation to the opportunity area map provided per OAR 660-046-0350(3)(g) and any other available data
sources regarding income, race, or ethnicity within the jurisdiction, the local government has demonstrated that correction of
the significant infrastructure deficiency will either help to overcome patterns of segregation by income, race, or ethnicity, and
foster inclusive communities free from barriers that restrict access to opportunity based on protected characteristics, or, at
minimum, will not serve to perpetuate these inequities. To assist with this evaluation, local governments may demonstrate that
the IBTER is consistent with a plan of actions over time by the local government and community partners that will reduce
barriers to opportunity for all community residents, in all areas within the local government’s jurisdiction.

(e) Whether the time period proposed for the IBTER is the minimum necessary to remedy the significant infrastructure
deficiency.

(6) Response to Comments. The department’s decision under section (4) shall include a response to each valid comment.

(7) Conditions of Approval. The department may impose conditions in time extensions that it deems necessary to satisfy the
review criteria or to ensure the time extension is consistent with the intent of OAR chapter 660, division 46, ORS 197.758, and
Oregon Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4.

(8) Appeals.

(a) Within 21 days of the mailing of the department’s decision the local government submitting the IBTER or a person that
submitted a valid comment may file an appeal, in writing, of the decision to the Land Conservation and Development
Commission. The appellant shall simultaneously provide a copy of the appeal to each recipient of the department’s decision
as indicated by the department’s certificate of service.

(b) Appeals must identify the specific findings and analysis that are alleged to be made in error in relation to the applicable
criterion or criteria. A challenge to a condition of approval under section (7) must specify how the condition is inconsistent with
the intent of OAR chapter 660, division 46, ORS 197.758, and Oregon Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4. An appellant may
submit written materials in support of the appeal.

(c) The local jurisdiction or a party that submitted a valid comment may file a written response to the appeal with the
Department within 21 days of the filing of the appeal.

(d) The Commission shall hold an appeal hearing within 120 days of the filing of the appeal. The appeal hearing shall be a
contested case hearing. In making its decision the Commission may consider:

(A) All materials in the record that led to the Department decision under section (4);

(B) Any written materials submitted in support of the appeal under subsection (8)(b);

(C) Any timely written responses filed in response to the appeal under subsection(8)(c);

(D) The department staff report and recommendation to the Commission; and

(E) Oral arguments and evidence presented at the appeal hearing.

(e) The Commission shall issue a final order rejecting or upholding the appeal within 30 days of the appeal hearing.

StatutorylOther Authority: ORS 197.040 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4(6)
Statutes/Other Implemented: ORS 197.758 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, sections 3 and 4
History:
LCDD 14-2020, adopt filed 08/07/2020, effective 08/07/2020

660-046-0370
Duration of Time Extension

(1) As provided in OAR 660-046-0350(3)(f)(A), the IBTER must specify when the local government intends to correct the
significant infrastructure deficiency. The IBTER must provide a detailed timeline for a complete plan of action that will remedy
the significant infrastructure deficiency, which may include phased infrastructure improvements and contingent actions and
timelines based on circumstances outside the control of the local government.

(2) If, for reasons beyond the control of the local government, the local government cannot complete an approved remediation
plan by the deadline specified in the time extension decision, the local government, prior to the expiration date of a time
extension, may prepare an amended remediation plan and submit the plan for department consideration. With the exception
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of application deadlines specified in OAR 660-046-0350(1), the amended remediation plan must be consistent with the
provisions of OAR 660-046-0300 through OAR 660-046-0370. The amended remediation plan must explain why the initial
approved plan could not be completed on schedule. Department review of the amended remediation plan is not subject to the
completeness review period specified in OAR 660-046-0350(2), nor the required decision timelines in OAR 660-046-0360(4).

• Otherwise, the review process and criteria for the amended remediation plan must be consistent with the requirements of
OAR 660-046-0360. Additionally, the department shall evaluate the following considerations in review of any amended
remediation plan:

(a) Whether the local government anticipated or reasonably should have anticipated the contingencies causing delay in the
initial remediation plan;

(b) Whether additional delay in the enactment of middle housing allowances is warranted; and

(c) Whether the allowance for middle housing in the subject area would provide an opportunity for other parties to construct
the necessary infrastructure as needed in association with middle housing development.

(3) Upon the expiration date of a time extension, the local government must either enact development code regulations
implementing middle housing or apply the model code, as applicable, per OAR 660-046-0100 or OAR 660-046-0200.

Statutory/Other Authority: ORS 197.040 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, section 4(6)
StatuteslOther Implemented: ORS 197.758 & OR Laws 2019, chapter 639, sections 3 and 4
History:
LCDD 14-2020, adopt filed 08/07/2020, effective 08/07/2020
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Standard Model Code (will apply directly) Alternative Approaches (optional) Minimum Compliance Commentary

A. Purpose The purpose of this model code is to implement Jurisdictions are encouraged to develop their own Local governments are not Purpose statements provide guidance for applicants

Oregon House Bill 2001 (2019) and ORS 197.758 by purpose statements far duplex regulations. Following required to include a purpose and reviewers to help them understand the intent of

providing standards for duplexes developed on lots are examples of specific objectives that jurisdictions statement specific to provisions development code standards. They help with a code’s

which allow detached single-family dwellings, could consider including in a purpose statement if needed to implement and readability, providing insight into the jurisdiction’s

they ore consistent with local policies and reasons for comply with HB2001. rationale for applying specific standards.

adopting new duplex requirements: [Update: The draft model code purpose statement has

1. Accommodate new housing in neighborhoods to been revised to specify the year of HB2001’s adoption

allow for more housing choices with lower and to include the ORS reference.

transportation and public service costs. The “Suggested Approaches” (formerly “Best

2. Provide for a wider variety of housing types that Practices” column hcis been renamed as “Alternative

meet the needs of the jurisdiction’s diverse Approaches,” per MCTACsuggestion.]

population at all stages of life.

3. Encourage housing that allows residents to

remain in their communities and neighborhoods

as their needs change.

4. facilitate more efficient use of land through

smaller housing units, thereby providing more

affordable housing options to neighborhood

residents.

B. Definitions The following definitions shall apply for the purposes -- “Unreasonable cost and delay” [Update: A definition for “unreasonable cost and

of this model code, notwithstanding other means any standard, approval delay” has been added to the minimum compliance

definitions in the local jurisdiction’s development criteria, or process that imposes column.

code: additional burden upon middle The definitions of “common wall” and “dwelling unit”
housing development above the hove been removed in this revised draft. “Common
burden placed upon single- wall” doesn’t need to be defined because it was
family detached development in deleted from the revised “duplex” definition. “Dwelling
the same zone, unit” is defined differently by different jurisdictions,

but the meaning is generally consistent. In reviewing a

duplex application, jurisdictions will use their own

definitions for any terms not explicitly defined in the

model code; therefore, the model code defers to the

local definition of “dwelling unit. “J
1. “Detached single- “Detached single-family dwelling or structure” Same as model code. No requirement, as long as [Update: The definition of “detached single-family

family dwelling or means a detached structure on a lot/parcel that is definitions ensure consistent dwelling or structure” has been updated to be

structure” comprised of a single dwelling unit. Detached single- application of duplex standards, consistent with the revised definition of duplex.]

family dwellings or Structures may be constructed

off-site, e.g., manufactured dwellings or modular

homes.
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The definition may be the same

as or similar to the model code,

or may define a duplex as two

detached units on one lot. The

definition must distinguish a

duplex from a combination of a

single-family detached unit and

an ADU for the purpose of

specifying off-street parking

mandates.

The draft model code defines duplex as a single

structure with two units (i.e., twa attached units) on a

lot. This definition is consistent with the way most

jurisdictions currently define duplex, and it reflects

what most people think of as a duplex. [Update: the

model code definition has been refined for clarity. The

word “building” has been replaced by “structure,”

since the building code considers attached duplex

units separated by a firewall to be separate buildpg,

but a single structure.]

The Alternative Approach is to provide additional

flexibility by stating that the duplex units can be either

attached or detached.

For minimum compliance with HB2001, local

governments would need only to define a duplex as

two units on a lot, and may specify whether or not

they must be attached.

The model code’s definition of duplex is intended to

address potential ambiguity with definitions of

duplexes and ADUs. This distinction is important

because the model code’s duplex parking

requirements (per Section F.5) may be different than

the local jurisdiction’s parking requirements for a

single-family home with on ADU. The model code

defers to the jurisdiction’s definition of ADU (including

limits on maximum size). If a site meets the

jurisdiction’s ADU definition, the property owner has

the option of permitting it as a duplex or a single-

family home with on ADU. There are trade-offs for

both permitting paths, and this definition leaves

flexibility for the property owner.

2. “Duplex”

Standard Model Code (will apply directly) Alternative Approaches (optional) Minimum Compliance Commentary

“Duplex” means a detached structure on a lot or

parcel that is comprised of two dwelling units. In

instances where a structure can meet this definition

of a duplex and also meets the jurisdiction’s

definition of a primary dwelling unit with an

attached or internal accessory dwelling unit (ADU),

the property owner has the option of electing

whether the entire structure is considered a duplex

or a primary dwelling unit with an attached or

internal ADU.

Jurisdictions ore encouraged to allow duplexes to be

either attached or detached. Following is an

alternative to the model code’s definition:

“Duplex” means two dwelling units on one lot or

parcel. The units maybe attached (sharing a

common wall or common floor/ceiling( or detached.

In instances where a development can meet this

definition of a duplex and also meets the

jurisdiction’s definition of a primary dwelling unit

with a detached accessory dwelling unit (ADUI, the

property owner has the option of electing whether

the development is considered a duplex or a primary

dwelling unit with a detached ADU.

3. “Zoned for “Zoned for residential use” means a zoning district in Same as model code. Same as model code. This definition clarifies that the duplex requirement

residential use” which residential dwellings are the primary use and only applies in residential zones. This is further

which implements a residential Comprehensive Plan clarified in theApplicobilitysection.

map designation.

C, Applicability Unless otherwise noted, the standards in this model While local jurisdictions are only required to allow (See companion memo from The draft applicability statement is intended to clearly

code apply to duplexes, including those created duplexes in areas zoned for residential use, they are DLCD regarding minimum state where and when the provisions of the model

through conversion of existing detached single- encouraged to allow duplexes in any zone in which compliance.) code apply. This clarifies that the provisions do not

family dwellings, developed on lots or parcels single-family dwellings ore permitted. apply in any zones except for residential zones in

March 23, 2020
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Standard Model Code (will apply directly) Alternative Approaches (optional) Minimum Compliance Commentary

a All clear and objective development and or costly to develop than detached single-family

design standards that apply to detached homes.

single-family structures in the same zone, If local governments adopt their own code

unless those standards conflict with the amendments, they may apply separate standards to

standards of this model code. duplexes (to a limited extent), as long as those

o Other standards applicable only to duplexes stondards do not discourage duplex development

shall not apply to duplexes developed under through “unreasonoble costs or deloy.”

this model code. [Update: The statement in the Public Works

3. Public Works Clear and objective exceptions to public works Local jurisdictions should review their public works Some as model code, subsection that “individual utility service connections

Standards, standards granted to single-family dwellings shall standards to identify potential conflicts and barriers to each duplex unit may be required” has been

also be granted to duplexes developed under this to duplexes and amend their codes to remove those deleted. While this Statement remains true, it is

model code conflicts and barriers, unnecessary to state in the model code.]

E. Permitted Uses and Duplexes shall be permitted outright on lots or Same as model code. (See the companion memo from This section of the draft model code clarifies that

Approval Process parcels zoned for residential use that allow for the DLCD regarding updates to duplexes shall be permitted outright on lots where

development of detached single-family dwellings, minimum compliance rules.) detached single-family dwellings ore permitted. It also

Duplexes shall be subject to the same approval states that duplexes are subject to the same type of

process as the local jurisdiction applies to detached approval process as detached single-family

single-family dwellings in the same zone, and shall be dwellings—but only using clear and objective criteria,

subject to only clear and objective standards, as required by state law, unless the applicant chooses

approval criteria, conditions, and procedures. discretionary review. [Update: To make sure this

Alternatively, an applicant may choose to submit an section does not preclude a property owner’s ability to

application for a duplex subject to discretionary request a discretionary review path, a caveat to the

standards and criteria if such a process is available in statement about clear and objective standards,

the subject jurisdiction, criteria, etc. has been added.]

F. Development -- -- (See the companion memo from DLCD regarding

Standards updates to minimum compliance rules far

development standards.)

1. Minimum lot The minimum lot size for a duplex is the same as the Same as model code. (See the companion memo from HB200I was intended to increase housing supply and

size, minimum lot size for a detached single-family DLCD regarding updates to housing options, and to provide opportunities for

dwelling in the same zone, minimum compliance rules.) mare affordable housing options in all residential

neighborhoods. Allowing development of duplexes on

the some size lot as a detached single-family home

helps meet this intent by reducing the land cost per

unit (thus making the development mare affordable).

Additionally, as duplexes are required to be permitted

on any residentially-zoned lot that permits a detached

single-family dwelling, subjecting duplexes to a larger

minimum lot size would violate H82001.

APG DLCD Mrddle Housorg Model Code March 23, 2020
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duplex development through unreosonoble Cost or

delay. (Note: the intent of this suggestion is not to

Compel jurisdictions to regulate the design of single-

family housing—it is simply to suggest equivalent

standards for duplexes and single-family dwellings.)

Jurisdictions are discouraged from adopting

standards requiring off-street parking to be covered

by a garage or carport. This requirement would add

significant cast to a project.

Following are alternative design standards to

consider:

1. tntry Orientation. At least one (1) main entrance

must meet the following standards.

a. The entrance must be no further than 8 ft

behind the longest street-facing wall of the

building.

b. The entrance must:

i. Face the Street; or

ii. Be at an angle of up to 45 degrees from

the street; or

iii. Open onto a porch.

C. If the entrance opens onto a porch, the porch

must:

i. Beatleast2osqftinareawitha

minimum 4-ft depth.

ii. Have at least 1 porch entry facing the

street.

iii. Be covered by a roof or living space that

is a maximum of 12 feet above the floor

of the porch. The roof or living space

must cover at least 30% of the porch

area.

c. For properties with more than one frontage,

the applicant may choose which frontage to

meet the standards in subsections G.1.a and

b.

HB200I. Meanwhile, local governments that choose

to regulate the design of single-family development

should be able to apply the some or similar standards

to duplexes as well.

In the Alternative Approaches column are examples of

design standards intended to promote attention to

detail, pedestrian-friendly and human-scale design,

and street visibility, and to discourage garages from

dominating street-facing facades, while affording

flexibility to use a variety of architectural styles. These

are intended to help guide jurisdictions that currently

lock—or would like to update—design standards for

detached single-family dwellings and duplexes. The

standards should be applied to both housing types.

[Update: A reference to the jurisdiction’s existing

duplex design standards was added to the model code

for the sake of internal consistency.

The intro and afew of the standards in the Alternative

Approaches column have been cleaned up far

additional clarity. The statement discouraging

requirements for covered parking was also added.]

(Nate: The model code provisions in Section G are

redundant to Section 0, Relationship to Other

Regulations, in that bath sections of the code state

that duplexes are subject to the jurisdiction’s design

standards applicable to single-family development.

This redundancy could be removed by deleting Section

G or revising Section 0. However for the sake of

simplicity, we retained the language in both sections

for this draft and will resolve the redundancy in a

subsequent draft.j

Other design standards elsewhere in the

jurisdiction’s code that the jurisdiction applies only

to dupleses shall not apply to duplexes developed

under this model code.

Standard Model Code (will apply directly) Alternative Approaches (optional) Minimum Compliance Commentary

apply design standards to new

duplexes, they may only apply

all clear and objective design

standards that the local

government applies to detached

single-family structures in the

same zone.

March 23, 2020
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Standard Model Code (will apply directly) Alternative Approaches (optional) Minimum Compliance Commentory

2. Windows. A minimum of 15% of the area of all

street-facing facades, escluding alley-facing

facades, must include windows or doors.

Window area is the aggregate area of the glass

within each window, including any interior grids,

mullions, or transoms. Door area is the area of

the portion of a door other than a garage door

that moves and does not include the frame. Half

of the window area in the door of an attached

garage may count toward meetisg this standard.

3. Garages and Carports. An attached garage or

carport must meet the following standardu,

except where vehicle access is taken from an

alley.

a. A garage door or carport entrance designed

for vehicle access must be the same distance

or a greater distance from the street

property line as the widest street-facing wall

along the same street frontage, except as

follows:

i. A garage door or carport entrance may

extend up to 5 feet in front of the widest

street-facing wall if there isa covered

front porch and the garage door or

carport entrance does not eatend beyond

the front of the porch.

ii. A garsge door or carport entrance may

extend up to 5 feet in front of the widest

street-facing wall where the garage or

carport is part of a 2-story building and

there is a window on the second story

above the garage or carport that faces

the street with a minimum area of 12

square feet.

b. The total maximum width of all garage doors
or carport entrances ix 12 feet or 50 percent

of the total width of the street-facing facade,

whichever is greater. The width of a garage

door is measured from inside the garage

APG OLCO Middle Hsusing Model Cede March 23, 2020
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Standard Model Code (will apply directly) Alternative Approaches (optional) Minimum Compliance Commentory
door frame. Where more than one garage

door is proposed, the width of each garage

door is measured separately.

4. Driveway Aonroach. Dupleses may have a

masimum of two driveway approaches in

compliance with the following:

a. The total width of all driveway approaches

must not esceed 32 feet per frontage. For

lots or parcels with more than one frontage,

see subsection G.4.c.

b. Driveway approaches may be separated

when located on a local street. If approaches

are separated, they must be separated by a

minimum of seven feet.

c. In addition, lots or parcels with more than

one frontage must comply with the

following:

i. Lots or parcels must access the street

with the lowest classification.

ii. Lott or parcels with frontages only on

collectors and/or arterial streets may

have one driveway approach.

iii. Dupleses on lots or parcels with

frontages only on local streets way have

two driveway approaches not esceeding

32 feet in total width on one frontage or

one maximum 16-foot-wide driveway

approach per frontage.

d. Clear vision standards do not apply between

driveway approaches for dupleses on local

streets.

H. Duplex Conversiont Conversion of an esisting detached single-family Locol jurisdictions should review their development Some os model code. This droft model code provision ollows duplexes to be

structure to a duples is allowed, pursuant to Section regulotions regording nonconforming development creoted from existing detoched single-fomily

C, provided that the conversion does not increase to identify potentiol conflicts ond borriers to duplexes structures. Though not explicitly stoted, this would

nonconformance with applicable clear and objective conversions ond omend their codes to remove those opply to nonconforming structures os welt The droft

standards. confiicfs ond borders, code does not require converted duplexes to become

fully conforming to oIl development stondords, insteod

APG oLcD Mlwie Causing Mxaei cxae March 23, 2020
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Standard Model Code (will apply directly) Alternative Approaches (optional) Minimum Compliance Commentary

it requires that they flat mave further aut af

conformance.

[Update: This section has been revised to apply to all

duplex conversions, not just to nonconforming

development. This section also replaces the statement

that was deleted from Section G, Design Standards,

which stated that converted duplexes did not need to

meet the jurisdiction’s design standards. The proposed

text in this section instead says that converted

duplexes must not increase nonconformance

with either development or design standards. E.g., if

the house currently conforms to standards, the duplex

conversion cannot move it out of conformance.]
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT

MEMORANDUM

Model Code for Medium Cities

DLCD Middle Housing Model Code

DATE April 10, 2020

TO Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission

FROM Matt Hastie, Cathy Corliss, and Kate Rogers, Angelo Planning Group

CC Ethan Stuckmayer and Robert Mansolillo, DLCD
Project Team

Middle Housing Model Code for Medium Cities

User’s Guide:

Oregon House Bill 2001 (2019) (HB 2001) requires that “Medium Cities” (defined as

cities with a population of more than 10,000 and less than 25,000 that are not

within Metro’s jurisdiction) allow a duplex on each lot or parcel zoned for residential
use that allows for the development of detached single-family dwellings. Duplexes
provide an opportunity to increase housing supply in developed neighborhoods and
can blend in well with detached single-family dwellings.

The bill allows local governments to regulate siting and design of duplexes, provided
that the regulations do not, individually or cumulatively, discourage duplex

development through unreasonable costs or delay. When regulating siting and

design of duplexes, Medium Cities should balance concerns about neighborhood

compatibility and other factors against the need to address Oregon’s housing

shortage by removing barriers to development and should ensure that any siting
and design regulations do not, individually or cumulatively, discourage the
development of duplexes through unreasonable costs or delay.

Medium Cities may develop their own standards in compliance with the
requirements of HB 2001. This model code may provide guidance toward that end.
However, if Medium Cities do not wish to prepare their own standards or if Medium

Cities do not adopt the required code amendments by June 30, 2021, they must
directly apply this model code prepared by the Department of Land and
Conservation Development (DCLD) to development in their jurisdictions. The model
code is intended to be straightforward and implementable by Medium Cities

ANGELO PLANNING GROUP angeloplanning.com

921 SW Washington Street, Suite 468 p: 503.224.6974

Portland, OR 97205 f: 503.227.3679
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throughout the state. The model rules are consistent with the requirements and

intent of HB 2001 and are intended to ensure that a duplex is no more difficult to

develop than a detached single-family home. The model code will be adopted by

reference into Oregon Administrative Rules.

To the extent they are applicable, the Administrative Rules contained in Chapter

660, Division 46 apply to and may be used to interpret this model code.

Sections:

A. Purpose

B. Definitions

C. Applicability

D. Relationship to Other Regulations

E. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

F. Development Standards

G. Design Standards

H. Duplex Conversions

I. Figures

A. Purpose

The purpose of this model middle housing code (“code”) is to implement HB 2001, codified in ORS

197.758 et seq, by providing siting and design standards for duplexes developed on lots or parcels

that allow for the development of detached single-family dwellings.

B. Definitions

The following definitions shall apply for the purposes of this code, notwithstanding other definitions

in the development code:

1. “Detached single-family dwelling” means a detached structure on a lot or parcel that is

comprised of a single dwelling unit. Detached single-family dwellings may be constructed

off-site, e.g., manufactured dwellings or modular homes.

2. “Duplex” means a detached structure on a lot or parcel that is comprised of two dwelling

units. Figures 1—4 in Section I illustrate examples of possible duplex configurations. In

instances where a structure can meet the definition of a duplex and also meets the

definition of a primary dwelling unit with an attached or internal accessory dwelling unit

(ADU), the applicant shall specify at the time of application review whether the entire

structure is considered a duplex or a primary dwelling unit with an attached or internal ADU.

3. “Lot or Parcel” means any legally created unit of land.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code April 10, 2020
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4. “Zoned for residential use” means a zoning district in which residential dwellings are the
primary use and which implements a residential Comprehensive Plan map designation.

C. Applicability

1. Except as specified in subsection (2) of this section (c), the standards in this code allow for
the development of duplexes, including those created through conversion of existing
detached single-family dwellings, on lots or parcels zoned for residential use that allow for
the development of detached single-family dwellings.

2. The standards in this code do not allow the following, unless otherwise permitted by the
development code:

• Creation of duplexes on lots or parcels on lands that are not zoned for residential use.
This includes lands zoned primarily for commercial, industrial, agricultural, public, or
mixed uses, even if those zones allow for the development of detached single-family
dwellings.

• Creation of more than two dwelling units on a single lot or parcel.

D. Relationship to Other Regulations

1. Conflicts. In the event of a conflict between this code and other standards applicable to a
duplex, the standards of this code control.

2. Public Works Standards. Clear and objective exceptions to public works standards granted
to single-family dwellings shall also be granted to duplexes.

3. Protective Measures. Duplexes shall comply with protective measures (plans, policies, or
regulations) adopted pursuant to statewide land use planning goals (e.g., environmental
and natural hazard protections).

E. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

Duplexes are permitted outright on lots or parcels zoned for residential use that allow for the
development of detached single-family dwellings. Duplexes are subject to the same approval
process as that for detached single-family dwellings in the same zone and are subject only to clear
and objective standards, approval criteria, conditions, and procedures. Alternatively, an applicant
may choose to submit an application for a duplex subject to discretionary standards and criteria
adopted in accordance with ORS 197.307, if such a process is available.

F. Development Standards

Except as specified below, duplexes shall meet all clear and objective development standards that
apply to detached single-family dwellings in the same zone (including, but not limited to, minimum
and maximum lot size, minimum and maximum setbacks, and building height), unless those
standards conflict with this code.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code April 10, 2020
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The following development standards are invalid and do not apply to duplexes being developed on

lots or parcels zoned for residential use that allow the development of a detached single-family

dwelling:

1. Maximum Density. The jurisdiction’s pre-existing density maximums and minimum lot sizes

for duplexes do not apply.

2. Setbacks. A minimum front setback of greater than 20 feet or a minimum rear setback of
greater than 15 feet except for those minimum setbacks applicable to garages and carports.

3. Off-Street Parking. Any off-street parking requirement.

G. Design Standards

New duplexes shall meet all clear and objective design standards (e.g., entry orientation, window

coverage, articulation, etc.) that apply to detached single-family dwellings in the same zone, unless
those standards conflict with this code.

Any design standards that apply only to duplexes are invalid.

H. Duplex Conversions

Conversion of an existing detached single-family dwelling to a duplex is allowed, pursuant to

Section C, provided that the conversion does not increase nonconformance with applicable clear

and objective standards.

I. Figures

The following figures illustrate examples of possible duplex configurations. Other configurations
may also be acceptable, provided the structure meets the definition of duplex, pursuant to Section
B.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code April 10, 2020
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Figure 1. Stacked Duplex

Figure 2. Side-by-Side Duplex

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code April 10, 2020
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Figure 3. Duplex Attached by Garage Wall
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Figure 4. Duplex Attached by Breezeway
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MEMORANDUM

Model Code for Large Cities (LCDC DRAFT)

DLCD Middle Housing Model Code

DATE August 24, 2020

TO Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC)

FROM Matt Hastie, Cathy Corliss, and Kate Rogers, Angelo Planning Group

CC Ethan Stuckmayer and Robert Mansolillo, DLCD
Project Team

Middle Housing Model Code for Large Cities

User’s Guide;

Oregon House Bill 2001 (2019) (HB 2001) requires that “Large Cities” (defined as
cities with a population of 25,000 or more and each county or city within a
metropolitan service district) must allow: (1) all middle housing types in areas zoned
for residential use that allow for the development of detached single-family
dwellings; and (2) a duplex on each lot or parcel zoned for residential use that allows
for the development of detached single-family dwellings. Middle housing, which HB
2001 defines as duplexes, triplexes, quadplexes, cottage clusters, and townhouses,
provides an opportunity to increase housing supply in developed neighborhoods and
can blend in well with detached single-family dwellings.

The bill allows local governments to regulate siting and design of middle housing,
provided that the regulations do not, individually or cumulatively, discourage middle
housing development through unreasonable costs or delay. When regulating siting
and design of middle housing, Large Cities should balance concerns about
neighborhood compatibility and other factors against the need to address Oregon’s
housing shortage by removing barriers to development and should ensure that any
siting and design regulations do not, individually or cumulatively, discourage the
development of middle housing through unreasonable costs or delay.

Large Cities may develop their own standards in compliance with the requirements
of HB 2001. This model code may provide guidance toward that end. However, if
Large Cities do not wish to prepare their own standards or if Large Cities do not
adopt the required code amendments by June 30, 2022, they must directly apply

ANGELO PLANNING GROUP angeloplanning.com

921 SW Washington Street, Suite 468 p: 503.224.6974

Portland, OR 97205 f: 503.227.3679
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this model code prepared by the Department of Land and Conservation

Development (DCLD) to development in their jurisdictions. The model code is
intended to be straightforward and implementable by Large Cities throughout the
state, and is consistent with the requirements and intent of HB 2001. The model

code will be adopted by reference into Oregon Administrative Rules.

To the extent they are applicable, the Administrative Rules contained in Chapter

660, Division 46 apply to and may be used to interpret this model code.

Chapter 1. Combined Standards for All Middle Housing

Sections:

A. Purpose

B. Definitions

C. Applicability

D. Relationship to Other Regulations

E. Duplex, Triplex and Quadplex Examples

A. Purpose

The purpose of this model middle housing code (“code”) is to implement HB 2001, codified in CR5
197.758 et seq, by providing siting and design standards for middle housing developed in areas
zoned for residential use that allow for the development of detached single family dwellings.

B. Definitions

The following definitions shall apply for the purposes of this code, notwithstanding other definitions
in the development code:

1. “Building footprint” means the horizontal area as seen in plan, measured from outside of all
exterior walls and supporting columns. It includes dwellings and attached garages and
carports. It does not include detached garages or carports, accessory structures, trellises,
patios, and areas of porch, deck, and balcony less than 30 inches from finished grade, or
cantilevered covers, porches or projections which do not have a post touching the ground or
ramps and stairways required for access.

2. “Common courtyard” means a common area for use by residents of a cottage cluster. A
common courtyard may function as a community yard. Hard and soft landscape features
may be included in a common courtyard, such as lawn, groundcover, trees, shrubs, patios,
benches, or gazebos. Pedestrian paths must be included as part of a common courtyard.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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3. “Common wall” means a wall or set of walls in a single structure shared by two or more
dwelling units. The common wall must be shared for at least 25 percent of the length of the
side of the building of the dwelling units. The common wall may be any wall of the building,
including the walls of attached garages.

4. “Cottage” means an individual dwelling unit that is part of a cottage cluster.

5. “Cottage cluster” means a grouping of no fewer than four detached dwelling units per acre,
each with a footprint of less than 900 square feet, located on a single lot or parcel that
includes a common courtyard. Cottage cluster may also be known as “cluster housing,”
“cottage housing,” “bungalow court,” “cottage court,” or “pocket neighborhood.”

6. “Cottage cluster project” means a development site with one or more cottage clusters. Each
cottage cluster as part of a cottage cluster project must have its own common courtyard.

7. “Detached single family dwelling” means a detached structure on a lot or parcel that is
comprised of a single dwelling unit. Detached single family dwellings may be constructed
off-site, e.g., manufactured dwellings or modular homes.

8. “Door area” is the area of the portion of a door other than a garage door that moves and
does not include the frame.

9. “Duplex” means two dwelling units on a lot or parcel in any configuration. In instances
where a development can meet the definition of a duplex and also meets the definition of a
primary dwelling unit with an accessory dwelling unit (ADU), the applicant shall specify at
the time of application review whether the development is considered a duplex or a primary
dwelling unit with an ADU. See Figure 3 through Figure 8 in Section E for examples of
possible duplex configurations.

10. “Floor area” means the total area of all floors of a building. Floor area is measured for each
floor from the exterior faces of a building or structure. Floor area includes stairwells, ramps,
shafts, chases, and the area devoted to garages and structured parking. Floor area does not
include the following (see Figure 1):

• Areas where the elevation of the floor is 4 feet or more below the adjacent right-of way;

• Roof area, including roof top parking;

• Rooftop mechanical equipment; and

• Roofed porches, exterior balconies, or other similar areas, unless they are enclosed by
walls that are more than 42 inches in height for 75 percent or more of their perimeter.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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Figure 1. Areas Excluded from Floor Area Calculation

Area excluded from floor area calculation

11. “Floor area ratio (FAR)” means the amount of floor area of a building or structure in relation
to the amount of site area, expressed in square feet. For example, a floor area ratio of 2 to 1
means two square feet of floor area for every one square foot of site area. FAR is calculated
by dividing the total floor area (as defined in Section (B)(6)) of all buildings on a site by the
total site area, after subtracting any required or planned dedication of public rights-of-way
and/or designation of private rights-of-way (See Figure 2).

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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Figure 2. Floor Area Ratio (FAR) Calculation

A1 + A2
FAR =

______

B

12. “Frontage” means the portion of a lot or parcel that abuts a street.

13. “Goal Protected Lands” means lands protected or designated pursuant to the following
statewide planning goals:

• Goal 5 Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces;

• Goal 6 Air, Water, and Land Resource Quality

• Goal 7 Areas Subject to Natural Hazards;

• Goal 15 Willamette River Greenway;

• Goal 16 Estuarine Resources;

• Goal 17 Coastal Shorelands;

• Goal 18 Beaches and Dunes.

14. “Infrastructure-constrained lands” means lots or parcels that are not currently served by
water, sewer, storm drainage, or transportation services; and where the local government is
not able to correct the infrastructure limitation with an Infrastructure Based Time Extension

Request (IBTER) due to jurisdictional, cost, or other limitations; and which cannot be
remedied by future development of middle housing on the subject lot or parcel.

15. “Lot or parcel” means any legally created unit of land.

16. “Middle housing” means duplexes, triplexes, quadplexes, cottage clusters, and townhouses.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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17. “Quadplex” means four dwelling units on a lot or parcel in any configuration. See Figure 12

and Figure 13 in Section E for examples of possible quadplex configurations.

18. “Site area” means the total area of a development site calculated after subtracting any

required or planned dedication of public rights-of-way and/or designation of private rights-

of-way.

19. “Townhouse” means a dwelling unit constructed in a row of two or more attached units,

where each dwelling unit is located on an individual lot or parcel and shares at least one

common wall with an adjacent unit. A townhouse is also commonly called a “rowhouse,”

“attached house,” or “common-wall house.”

20. “Townhouse project” means one or more townhouse structures constructed, or proposed

to be constructed, together with the development site where the land has been divided, or

is proposed to be divided, to reflect the townhouse property lines and the commonly

owned property, if any.

21. “Triplex” means three dwelling units on a lot or parcel in any configuration. See Figure 9

through Figure 11 in Section E for examples of possible triplex configurations.

22. “Window area” means the aggregate area of the glass within each window, including any
interior grids, mullions, or transoms.

23. “Zoned for residential use” means a zoning district in which residential dwellings are the

primary use and which implements a residential Comprehensive Plan map designation.

C. Applicability

1. Applicability of Code Sections.

a. Code sections applicable to all middle housing types are: Chapter 1, Sections A. Purpose,

B. Definitions, C. Applicability, and D. Relationship to Other Regulations.

b. Code standards applicable to specific housing types are listed below:

• Duplexes: Chapter 2.

• Triplexes: Chapter 3.

• Uuadplexes: Chapter 3.

• Townhouses: Chapter 4.

• Cottage clusters: Chapter 5.

2. Applicability by Development Type and Location.

a. Except as specified in subsection (b) of this section (C)(2), the standards in this code

allow for the following development on lots or parcels zoned for residential use that

allow for the development of detached single family dwellings:

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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• New duplexes and those created through conversion of existing detached single
family dwellings.

• New triplexes, quadplexes, cottage clusters, and townhouses, and those created
through conversion of existing detached single family dwellings or duplexes.

b. Exceptions. The standards in this code do not allow the following, unless otherwise
permitted by the development code through clear and objective standards, criteria, and
procedures:

• On goal-protected or infrastructure-constrained lands, the creation of triplexes,
quadplexes, cottage clusters, or townhouses, or the creation of more than two
dwelling units on a single lot or parcel, including accessory dwelling units.

• On lands that are not zoned for residential use, the creation of middle housing. This
includes lands zoned primarily for commercial, industrial, agricultural, public, or
mixed uses, even if those zones allow for the development of detached single family
dwellings.

D. Relationship to Other Regulations

1. Conflicts. In the event of a conflict between this code and other standards applicable to a
middle housing development, the standards of this code control.

2. Public Works Standards. Clear and objective exceptions (as required by ORS 197.307(4)) to
public works standards granted to single family dwellings shall also be granted to duplexes.

3. Protective Measures. Middle housing shall comply with protective measures (plans, policies,
or regulations) adopted pursuant to statewide land use planning goals (e.g., environmental
and natural hazard protections).

E. Duplex, Triplex, and Quad plex Examples

The following figures illustrate examples of possible configurations for duplexes, triplexes, and
quadplexes. Other configurations may also be acceptable, provided the development meets the
definition of duplex, triplex, or quadplex, pursuant to Section B.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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Figure 3. Stacked Duplex
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Figure 4. Side-by-Side Duplex
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Figure 5. Duplex Attached by Garage Wall
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Figure 6. Duplex Attached by Breezeway
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Figure 7. Detached Duplex Units Side-by-Side
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Figure 8. Detached Duplex Units Front and Back
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Figure 9. Attached Triplex Front and Back

-
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Figure 10. Attached Triplex Side-by-Side
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Figure 11. Detached Triplex Side-by-Side
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Figure 12. Stacked Quadplex
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Figure 13. DetaChed Qua dplex

N
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Chapter 2. Duplexes

Sections:

A. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

B. Development Standards

C. Design Standards

D. Duplex Conversions

A. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

Duplexes are permitted outright on lots or parcels zoned for residential use that allow for the

development of detached single family dwellings. Duplexes are subject to the same approval
process as that for detached single family dwellings in the same zone and are subject only to clear
and objective standards, approval criteria, conditions, and procedures. Alternatively, an applicant

may choose to submit an application for a duplex subject to discretionary standards and criteria
adopted in accordance with CR5 197.307, if such a process is available.

B. Development Standards

Except as specified below, duplexes shall meet all clear and objective development standards that
apply to detached single family dwellings in the same zone (including, but not limited to, minimum
and maximum lot size, minimum and maximum setbacks, and building height), unless those
standards conflict with this code.

The following development standards are invalid and do not apply to duplexes being developed on
lots or parcels zoned for residential use that allow the development of a detached single family
dwelling:

1. Maximum Density. The jurisdiction’s pre-existing density maximums and minimum lot sizes
for duplexes do not apply.

2. Setbacks. A minimum front setback of greater than 20 feet or a minimum rear setback of
greater than 15 feet except for those minimum setbacks applicable to garages and carports.

3. Off-Street Parking. Any off-street parking requirement.

C. Design Standards

New duplexes shall meet all clear and objective design standards (e.g., entry orientation, window
coverage, articulation, etc.) that apply to detached single family dwellings in the same zone, unless
those standards conflict with this code. Facades of dwellings that are separated from the street
property line by another dwelling are exempt from meeting building design standards.

Any design standards that apply only to duplexes are invalid.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code AugUst 24, 2020
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D. Duplex Conversions

Conversion of an existing detached single family structure to a duplex is allowed, pursuant to
Chapter 1, Section C (Applicability), provided that the conversion does not increase
nonconformance with applicable clear and objective standards.

Chapter 3. Triplexes and Quad plexes

Sections:

A. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

B. Development Standards

C. Design Standards

D. Triplex and Quadplex Conversions

A. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

Triplexes and quadpiexes are permitted outright wherever they are allowed as provided in Chapter
1, Section C (Applicability). Triplexes and quadplexes are subject to the same approval process as
that for detached single family dwellings in the same zone and are subject only to clear and

objective standards, approval criteria, conditions, and procedures. Alternatively, an applicant may
choose to submit an application for a triplex or quadplex subject to discretionary standards and
criteria adopted in accordance with ORS 197.307, if such a process is available.

B. Development Standards

1. Applicability.

a. Triplexes and quadplexes shall meet:

• The standards in subsections (2) through (7) of this section (B).

• All other clear and objective development standards that apply to detached single
family dwellings in the same zone (including, but not limited to, lot size and
dimensions, minimum and maximum setbacks, and building height), unless those
standards conflict with this code and except as specified in subsections (1)(b) and (2)
through (7) of this section (8).

b. The following standards are invalid and do not apply to triplexes or quadplexes allowed

by this code:

• Maximum lot coverage, minimum landscape area, or minimum open space
standards.

• The jurisdiction’s development standards that apply only to triplexes, quadplexes, or
multifamily development.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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2. Number of Units. This code does not allow for the creation of more than four (4) dwelling

units on a lot, including accessory dwelling units.

3. Maximum Density. The jurisdiction’s pre-existing density maximums do not apply.

4. Setbacks. Minimum front setbacks greater than 10 feet and minimum rear setbacks greater

than 10 feet are invalid, except for those minimum setbacks applicable to garages and

carports.

5. Building Height. A maximum height of less than 35 feet or three (3) stories is invalid.

Building height is measured in accordance with the development code.

6. Maximum Floor Area Ratio (FAR). The maximum floor area ratio for all buildings onsite,

cumulatively, is based on the minimum lot size for a detached single family dwelling in the

same zone, as provided below:

Minimum Lot Size for Detached Single Family Maximum

Dwellings FAR

3,000 Sf or less 1.4 to 1

More than 3,000 sf, up to and including 5,000 Sf 1.1 to 1

More than 5,000 sf, up to and including 10,000 sf 0.7 to 1

More than 10,000 sf but less than 20,000 sf 0.6 to 1

20,000 sf or more 0.4 to 1

7. Off-Street Parking.

a. Required Off-Street Parking. The minimum number of required off-street parking spaces

is:

i. In zones with a minimum lot size of less than 5,000 square feet, one (1) off-street

parking space per development.

ii. In zones with a minimum lot size of 5,000 square feet or more, two (2) off-street

parking spaces per development.

A credit for on-street parking shall be granted for some or all the required off-street

parking as provided in subsection (b). No additional parking spaces shall be required for

conversion of a detached single family dwelling to a triplex or quadplex, including those

created through the addition of detached units.

b. On-Street Credit. If on-street parking spaces meet all the standards in subsections (i)-(iv)

below, they shall be counted toward the minimum off-street parking requirement.

i. On-street parking must be allowed on the side of the street where the space is to be
provided.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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ii. The space must be a minimum of 22 feet long;

iii. The space must be abutting the subject site; and

iv. The space must not obstruct a required sight distance area.

C. Design Standards

1. Applicability.

a. New triplexes and quadplexes, including those created by adding building square

footage on a site occupied by an existing dwelling, shall meet:

• The design standards in subsections (2) through (5) of this section (C); and

• All other clear and objective design standards that apply to detached single family

dwellings in the same zone, unless those standards conflict with this code and

except as specified in subsection (1)(b) of this section (C).

b. The following standards are invalid and do not apply to triplexes or quadplexes allowed

by this code:

• Mandates for construction of a garage or carport.

• Any design standards that apply only to triplexes, quadplexes, or multifamily

development.

2. Entry Orientation. At least one main entrance for each triplex or quadplex structure that is

not separated from the street property line by a dwelling must:

a. Be within 8 feet of the longest street-facing wall of the dwelling unit; and

b. Either:

i. Face the street (see Figure 14);

ii. Be at an angle of up to 45 degrees from the street (see Figure 15);

iii. Face a common open space that is adjacent to the street (see Figure 16); or

iv. Open onto a porch (see Figure 17). The porch must:

(A) Be at least 25 square feet in area; and

(B) Have at least one entrance facing the street or have a roof.

APG DLCD Middle Housing Model Code August 24, 2020
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Figure 14. Main Entrance Facing the Street
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Figure 15. Main Entrance at 450 AngIe from the Street

4-
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Figure 16. Main Entrance Facing Common Open Space
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Figure 17. Main Entrance Opening onto a Porch

STREET

3. Windows. A minimum of 15 percent of the area of all street-facing facades must include

windows or entrance doors. Facades separated from the street property line by a dwelling

are exempt from meeting this standard. See Figure 18.

I Area subject to 15% window & entrace door coverage requirement

,
Qualifying window coverage

Qualifying entrace door coverage
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4. Garages and Off-Street Parking Areas. Garages and off-street parking areas shall not be

located between a building and a public street (other than an alley), except in compliance

with the standards in subsections (a) and (b) of this subsection (C)(4).

a. The garage or off-street parking area is separated from the street property line by a

dwelling; or

b. The combined width of all garages and outdoor on-site parking and maneuvering areas

does not exceed a total of fifty percent of the street frontage (see Figure 19).

Figure 19. Width of Garages and Parking Areas

PROPERTY
LINE

I SIOEtALK

STREET

Garage and on-site parking and maneuvering areas

Total street frontage

A1+A2+A3
50%
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5. Driveway Approach. Driveway approaches must comply with the following:

a. The total width of all driveway approaches must not exceed 32 feet per frontage, as

measured at the property line (see Figure 20). For lots or parcels with more than one

frontage, see subsection (5)(c) of this subsection (C).

b. Driveway approaches may be separated when located on a local street (see Figure 20). If

approaches are separated, they must meet the jurisdiction’s driveway spacing standards

applicable to local streets.

c. In addition, lots or parcels with more than one frontage must comply with the following:

i. Lots or parcels must access the street with the lowest classification. For lots or

parcels abutting an improved alley, access must be taken from the alley (see Figure

21).

ii. Lots or parcels with frontages only on collectors and/or arterial streets must meet

the jurisdiction’s access standards applicable to collectors and/or arterials.

iii. Triplexes and quadplexes on lots or parcels with frontages only on local streets may

have either:

• Two driveway approaches not exceeding 32 feet in total width on one frontage;

or

• One maximum 16-foot-wide driveway approach per frontage (see Figure 22).
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X1 + X2 + X3 + X4 must not exceed 32 feet per frontage,

Driveway approaches may be separated when located on a local street
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Figure 20. Driveway Approach Width and Separation on Local Street
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Figure 21. Alley Access
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Two driveway approaches not exceeding 32 feet in total width on one frontage (as measured Xl + X2), or

One maximum 16-foot-wide driveway approach per frontage

0. Conversions to Triplex and Quadplex

Internal conversion of an existing detached single family structure or duplex to a triplex or quadplex

is allowed, pursuant to Chapter 1, Section C (Applicability), provided that the conversion does not

increase nonconformance with applicable clear and objective standards, unless increasing

nonconformance is otherwise permitted by the development code.
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Figure 22. Driveway Approach Options for Multiple Local Street Frontages
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Chapter 4. Townhouses

Sections

A. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

B. Development Standards

C. Design Standards

A. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

Townhouse projects are permitted outright wherever they are allowed as provided in Chapter 1,
Section C (Applicability). Townhouse structures are subject to the same approval process as that for
detached single family dwellings in the same zone. Creation of new lots or parcels as part of a
townhouse project is subject to the applicable land division approval process. Townhouse projects
are subject only to clear and objective standards, approval criteria, conditions, and procedures.
Alternatively, an applicant may choose to submit an application for a townhouse project subject to
discretionary standards and criteria adopted in accordance with ORS 197.307, if such a process is
available.

B. Development Standards

1. Applicability.

a. Townhouses shall meet the standards in subsections (3), (4), and (5) of this section (B).

b. Townhouse projects shall meet:

• The standards in subsections (2), (5), and (6) of this section (8).

• Any applicable clear and objective platting standards, unless those standards conflict
with this code.

c. The following standards are invalid and do not apply to townhouses or townhouse
projects allowed by this code, except as specified in this section (B):

• Additional development standards of the applicable base zone related to the
standards addressed under subsections (2) through (6) of this section (B).

• Development standards of the applicable base zone related to lot dimensions, lot
coverage, landscape or open space area, or the siting or design of dwellings.

• The jurisdiction’s development standards that apply only to townhouses and that
conflict with provisions of this code.

2. Maximum Density. The maximum density for a townhouse project is as follows:

• In zones with a minimum lot size of 2,500 square feet or less, townhouse projects are
allowed two (2) times the allowed density for detached single family dwellings.
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• In zones with a minimum lot size of more than 2,500 square feet but less than 5,000
square feet, townhouse projects are allowed three (3) times the allowed density for
detached single family dwellings.

• In zones with a minimum lot size of 5,000 square feet or more, townhouse projects are
allowed four (4) times the allowed density for detached single family dwellings.

3. Setbacks. Townhouses shall meet the minimum and maximum setback standards that apply
to detached single family dwellings in the same zone, except as noted below:

• Front: Minimum front setbacks greater than 10 feet are invalid, except those applicable
to garages or carports.

• Rear: Minimum rear setbacks greater than 10 feet and rear setbacks for lots with rear
alley access are invalid.

• Street Side: Minimum street side yard setbacks greater than 10 feet are invalid.

• Interior Side:

o The minimum setback for a common wall lot line where units are attached is zero (0)
feet.

o The minimum setback for an exterior wall at the end of a townhouse structure that
faces an interior side lot line is five (5) feet.

4. Building Height. Townhouses shall meet the maximum building height standards that apply
to detached single family dwellings in the same zone, except a maximum height of less than
35 feet or three (3) stories is invalid. Building height is measured in accordance with the
development code.

5. Off-Street Parking.

a. Required Off-Street Parking. The minimum number of required off-street parking spaces
for a townhouse project is one (1) space per unit. Spaces may be provided on individual
lots or in a shared parking area on a common tract. A credit for on-street parking shall

be granted for some or all of the required off-street parking as provided in subsection
(b).

b. On-Street Credit. If on-street parking spaces meet all the standards in subsections (i)-(iv)
below, they shall be counted toward the minimum off-street parking requirement.

i. On-street parking must be allowed on the side of the street where the space is to be
provided.

ii. The space must be a minimum of 22 feet long;

iii. The space must be abutting the subject site; and
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iv. The space must not obstruct a required sight distance area.

6. Areas Owned in Common. Common areas must be maintained by a homeowners
association or other legal entity. A homeowners association may also be responsible for
exterior building maintenance. A copy of any applicable covenants, restrictions and
conditions must be recorded and provided to the jurisdiction prior to issuance of a building

permit.

C. Design Standards

New townhouses shall meet the design standards in subsections (1) through (4) of this section (C).
Mandates for construction of a garage or carport and any other design standards are invalid.

1. Entry Orientation. The main entrance of each townhouse must:

a. Be within 8 feet of the longest street-facing wall of the dwelling unit; and

b. Either:

i. Face the street (see Figure 14);

ii. Be at an angle of up to 45 degrees from the street (see Figure 15);

iii. Face a common open space or private access or driveway; or

iv. Open onto a porch (see Figure 17). The porch must:

(A) Be at least 25 square feet in area; and

(B) Have at least oe entrance facing the street or have a roof.

2. Unit definition. Each townhouse must include at least one of the following on at least one
street-facing façade (see Figure 23):

a. A roof dormer a minimum of 4 feet in width, or

b. A balcony a minimum of 2 feet in depth and 4 feet in width and accessible from an
interior room, or

c. A bay window that extends from the facade a minimum of 2 feet, or

d. An offset of the facade of a minimum of 2 feet in depth, either from the neighboring
townhouse or within the façade of a single townhouse, or

e. An entryway that is recessed a minimum of 3 feet, or

f. A covered entryway with a minimum depth of 4 feet, or

g. A porch meeting the standards of subsection (1)(b)(iv) of this section (C).

Balconies and bay windows may encroach into a required setback area.
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Figure 23. Townhouse Unit Definition

Balcony. minimum 2 deet deep and 4 feet wide. Accessible from interior room.

Bay window extending minimum of 2 feet from facade

Facade offset, minimum of 2 feet deep

Recessed entry.vay. minimum 3 feet deep

Covered entr’ay. minimum of 4 feet deep

Porch, meets standards of subsection (1 )(b)(iv) of section (C)

3. Windows. A minimum of 15 percent of the area of all street-facing facades on each

individual unit must include windows or entrance doors. Half of the window area in the

door of an attached garage may count toward meeting this standard. See Figure 18.

4. Driveway Access and Parking. Townhouses with frontage on a public street shall meet the

following standards:

a. Garages on the front façade of a townhouse, off-street parking areas in the front yard,

and driveways in front of a townhouse are prohibited unless the following standards are
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met (see Figure 24). For the purposes of this section (C)(4), “driveway approach” means

the edge of a driveway where it abuts a public right-of-way.

i. Each townhouse lot has a street frontage of at least 15 feet on a local street.

ii. A maximum of one (1) driveway approach is allowed for every townhouse.

Driveways may be shared.

iii. Outdoor on-site parking and maneuvering areas do not exceed 12 feet wide on any

lot.

iv. The garage width does not exceed 12 feet, as measured from the inside of the
garage door frame.

Figure 24. Townhouses with Parking in Front Yard

15’ MN 1

__________

IAI

H

LOCAL STREET

b. The following standards apply to driveways and parking areas for townhouse projects
that do not meet all of the standards in subsection (a).

i. Off-street parking areas shall be accessed on the back façade or located in the rear

yard. No off-street parking shall be allowed in the front yard or side yard of a
townhouse.

ii. A townhouse project that includes a corner lot shall take access from a single

driveway approach on the side of the corner lot. See Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Townhouses on Corner Lot with Shared Access
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iii. Townhouse projects that do not include a corner lot shall consolidate access for all

lots into a single driveway. The driveway and approach are not allowed in the area

directly between the front façade and front lot line of any of the townhouses. See

Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Townhouses with Consolidated Access
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iv. A townhouse project that includes consolidated access or shared driveways shall

grant appropriate access easements to allow normal vehicular access and

emergency access.

c. Townhouse projects served by an alley providing access to the rear yards of all units are

exempt from compliance with subsection (b).

Chapter 5. Cottage Clusters

Sections:

A. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

B. Development Standards

C. Design Standards

A. Permitted Uses and Approval Process

Cottage cluster projects are permitted outright wherever they are allowed as provided in Chapter 1,

Section C (Applicability). Cottage cluster projects are subject to the same approval process as that

for detached single family dwellings in the same zone and are subject only to clear and objective

standards, approval criteria, conditions, and procedures, consistent with the requirements of ORS

197.307(4). Alternatively, an applicant may choose to submit an application for a cottage cluster

project subject to discretionary standards and criteria adopted in accordance with ORS 197.307, if

such a process is available.

B. Development Standards

1. Applicability.

a. Cottage clusters shall meet the standards in subsections (2) through (7) of this section

(B).

b. The following standards are invalid and do not apply to cottage clusters allowed by this

code, except as specified in this section (B):

• Additional development standards of the applicable base zone related to the
standards addressed under subsections (2) through (7) of this section (B).

• Development standards of the applicable base zone related to lot dimensions, lot

coverage, landscape or open space area, or the siting or design of dwellings.

• The jurisdiction’s development standards that apply only to cottage clusters and

that conflict with provisions of this code.

2. Minimum Lot Size and Dimensions. Cottage clusters shall meet the minimum lot size and

width, and depth standards that apply to detached single family dwellings in the same zone.
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3. Maximum Density, The jurisdiction’s pre-existing density maximums do not apply.

4. Setbacks. Cottage clusters shall meet the minimum and maximum setback standards that

apply to detached single family dwellings in the same zone, except that minimum setbacks

in excess of the following are invalid:

• Front setbacks: 10 feet

• Side setbacks: 5 feet

• Rear setbacks: 10 feet

The minimum distance between all structures, including accessory structures, shall be in

accordance with building code requirements.

5. Average Unit Size. The maximum average floor area for a cottage cluster is 1,400 square

feet per dwelling unit. Community buildings shall be included in the average floor area

calculation for a cottage cluster.

6. Building Height. The maximum building height is 25 feet or two (2) stories, whichever is

greater.

7. Off-Street Parking.

a. Required Off-Street Parking. The minimum number of required off-street parking spaces

for a cottage cluster project is zero (0) spaces per unit with a floor area less than 1,000

square feet and one (1) space per unit with a floor area of 1,000 square feet or more.

Spaces may be provided for individual cottages or in shared parking clusters. A credit for

on-street parking shall be granted for some or all of the required off-street parking as

provided in subsection (b).

b. On-Street Credit. If on-street parking spaces meet all the standards in subsections (i)-(iv)

below, they shall be counted toward the minimum off-street parking requirement.

i. On-street parking must be allowed on the side of the street where the space is to be

provided.

ii. The space must be a minimum of 22 feet long;

iii. The space must be abutting the subject site; and

iv. The space must not obstruct a required sight distance area.

C. Design Standards

Cottage clusters shall meet the design standards in subsections (1) through (7) of this section (C).

No other design standards shall apply to cottage clusters unless noted in this section. Mandates for

construction of a garage or carport and any other design standards are invalid, except as specified

in this Section (D).
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1. Cottage Orientation. Cottages must be clustered around a common courtyard and must

meet the following standards (see Figure 27):

a. A minimum of fifty (50) percent of cottages within a cluster must be oriented to the

common courtyard and must:

i. Have a main entrance facing the common courtyard;

ii. Be within 10 feet from the common courtyard, measured from the façade of the

cottage to the nearest delineation of the common courtyard; and

iii. Be connected to the common courtyard by a pedestrian path.

b. Cottages within 20 feet of a street property line may have their entrances facing the

street.

c. Cottages not facing the common courtyard or the street must have their main entrances

facing a pedestrian path that is directly connected to the common courtyard.

2. Common Courtyard Design Standards. Each cottage cluster must share a common courtyard

in order to provide a sense of openness and community of residents, Common courtyards

must meet the following standards (see Figure 27):

a. The common courtyard must be a single, contiguous, useable piece.

b. Cottages must abut the common courtyard on at least two sides of the courtyard.

c. The common courtyard must contain a minimum of 150 square feet per cottage within

the associated cluster.

d. The common courtyard must be a minimum of 15 feet wide at its narrowest dimension.

e. The common courtyard shall be developed with a mix of landscaping and lawn area,

recreational amenities, hard-surfaced pedestrian paths, and/or paved courtyard area.

Impervious elements of the common courtyard shall not exceed 75 percent of the total

common courtyard area.

f. Pedestrian paths qualify as part of a common courtyard. Parking areas, required

setbacks, and driveways do not qualify as part of a common courtyard.
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Figure 27. Cottage Cluster Orientation and Common Courtyard Standards

Street Parking

Alley

Cottage

A minimum of 50% of cottages must be oriented to the common courtyard.

Cottages oriented to the common courtyard must be within 10 feet of the courtyard

Cottages must be connected to the common courtyard by a pedestrian path.

Cottages must abut the courtyard on at least two sides of the courtyard.

The common courtyard must be at least 15 feet wide at it narrowest width.
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3. Community Buildings. Cottage cluster projects may include community buildings for the
shared use of residents that provide space for accessory uses such as community meeting
rooms, guest housing, exercise rooms, day care, or community eating areas. Community
buildings must meet the following standards:

a. Each cottage cluster is permitted one community building, which shall be included in the

calculation of average floor area, pursuant to subsection (B)(5).

b. A community building that meets the development code’s definition of a dwelling unit

must meet the maximum 900 square foot footprint limitation that applies to cottages,

unless a covenant is recorded against the property stating that the structure is not a

legal dwelling unit and will not be used as a primary dwelling.

4. Pedestrian Access.

a. An accessible pedestrian path must be provided that connects the main entrance of
each cottage to the following:

i. The common courtyard;

ii. Shared parking areas;

iii. Community buildings; and

iv. Sidewalks in public rights-of-way abutting the site or roadways if there are no

sidewalks.

b. The pedestrian path must be hard-surfaced and a minimum of five (5) feet wide.

5. Windows. Cottages within 20 feet of a street property line must meet any window coverage
requirement that applies to detached single family dwellings in the same zone.

6. Parking Design (see Figure 28).

a. Clustered parking. Off-street parking may be arranged in clusters of not more than five

(5) contiguous spaces separated by at least four (4) feet of landscaping. Clustered

parking areas may be covered.

b. Parking location and access.

i. Off-street parking spaces and vehicle maneuvering areas shall not be located:

• Within of 20 feet from any street property line, except alley property lines;

• Within five (5) feet from alley property lines; or

• Between a street property line, except alley property lines, and cottages

abutting the street property line.
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ii. Off-street parking spaces shall not be located within 10 feet of any other property

line. Driveways and drive aisles are permitted within 10 feet of other property lines.

c. Screening. Landscaping or architectural screening at least three feet tall shall separate

clustered parking areas and parking structures from common courtyards and public

streets.

d. Garages and carports. Garages and carports (whether shared or individual) must not

abut common courtyards. Garage doors for individual garages must not exceed 12 feet

in width.

7. Existing Structures. On a lot or parcel to be used for a cottage cluster project, a pre-existing

detached single family dwelling may remain within the cottage cluster project area under

the following conditions:

a. The existing dwelling may be nonconforming with respect to the requirements of this

code.

b. Existing dwellings may be expanded up to the maximum height or footprint required by

this code; however, existing dwellings that exceed the maximum height, footprint,

and/or unit size of this code may not be expanded.

c. The floor area of the existing dwelling shall not count towards the maximum average

floor area of a cottage cluster.
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Figure 28. Cottage Cluster Parking Design Standards
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Parking allowed in clusters of up to 5 spaces. Clusters separated by minimum 4 feet of landscaping.

No parking or vehicle area within 20 feet from street property line (except alley).

No parking or vehicle area within 5 feet of alley property line.

No parking within 10 feet from other property lines. Driveways and drive aisles permitted within 10 feet.

Screening required between clustered parking areas or pailong structures and public streets or common courtyards.

Garages and carports must not abut common courtyards. Garage doors for individual garages must not exceed 12 feet in width.
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Work SessionJanuary 11, 2021
• Initial Review of Land Use Code Amendments to Implement HB 2001 Duplex, Townhouse, and Cottage 

Cluster Standards (Carried over from 12-13-20 work session). 

Regular SessionJanuary 11, 2021
• Organizational Meeting (Elect Chair and Vice-Chair) 

Work SessionJanuary 25, 2021
• File 1-CP-17,  Review Results from Nov/Dec TSP Outreach, Preferred Alternatives, Next Steps

• File 5-Z-20 Second Review of Adjustments to Large Wireless and Other Telecommunications Land Use 
Standards.  Will include Provisions for Small Wireless Facilities Outside of the Right-of-Way

Regular SessionJanuary 25, 2021
• File 5-Z-20 Initiate Large Wireless and Other Telecommunications Land Use Standard Legislative 

Amendments.  Will include Provisions for Small Wireless Facilities Outside of the Right-of-Way

Work SessionFebruary 8, 2021
• Second Review of Land Use Code Amendments to Implement HB 2001 Duplex, Townhouse, and Cottage 

Cluster Standards

Regular SessionFebruary 8, 2021
• Initiate Legislative Process to Amend Land Use Regulations to Implement HB 2001 Duplex, Townhouse, and 

Cottage Cluster Standards

• Hearing File 1-SV-21, Vacation of a Portion of SW 2nd Street between SW Angle and US 101 (placeholder)

Work SessionFebruary 22, 2021
• File 5-Z-20 Initiate Large Wireless and Other Telecommunications Land Use Standard Legislative 

Amendments.  Will include Provisions for Small Wireless Facilities Outside of the Right-of-Way

Regular SessionFebruary 22, 2021
• Hearing on File 5-Z-20, Amending NMC Chapter 14 for Large Wireless and Other Telecommunications Land 

Use Standards, including provisions for small wireless outside ROWs

Work SessionMarch 8, 2021
• Initial Review of Draft Revisions to Transportation Standards in NMC Chapters 13 and 14 Related to 

Transportation System plan Update

• City / DLCD Presentation on Newport Beach Access Resiliency Plan (placeholder)

Regular SessionMarch 8, 2021
• Hearing to amend NMC Chapter 14  Legislative Process to Amend Land Use Regulations to Implement HB 

2001 Duplex, Townhouse, and Cottage Cluster Standards 

Work SessionMarch 22, 2021
• Second Review of Draft Revisions to Transportation Standards in NMC Chapters 13 and 14 Related to 

Transportation System plan Update

• Update on TSP Schedule and Concept for Second Round of Community Outreach (Preferred Alternatives)

• Initial Discussion about Code Options for Lifting Restrictions on the Operation of Food Carts (Council Goal)

Regular SessionMarch 22, 2021
• TBD 

Tentative Planning Commission Work Program 
(Scheduling and timing of agenda items is subject to change)
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